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Communities around the world are being robbed of the land on which they depend. While “tainted lands” is a term newly established by this report, it defines an old phenomenon—one where investors gain control of large parcels of land through corrupt means, harming local populations in the process.

Driven by the rising demand for food, fuel, and commodities, companies are all too often striking deals with corrupt State officials without the consent of the people who live on it. The last decade has seen an upsurge in land grabs for industries like mining, logging, agribusiness, and infrastructure projects, with local communities rarely consulted or compensated. The actors colluding to grab land tend to be corporations, foreign investment funds, national and local State officials, and the governments of wealthy yet resource-poor nations looking to cheaply acquire land.

Regrettably, it’s a phenomenon that is occurring the world over at an unprecedented rate. As of 2013, in Myanmar/Burma, 5.2 million acres of land had been awarded to businesses, largely without the consent or consideration of the Burmese people. To put that number in perspective, it’s more than the land mass of Rhode Island, Delaware, and Connecticut combined. In certain instances, Burmese military personnel accompanied corporate representatives, and together they forced villagers from their homes. Left with no way to earn a living, the only option for many land grab victims is to head to already over-crowded cities, where they live largely in poverty.

The displacement of the Burmese people is devastating, but it is not unique. Throughout the world, and particularly across Africa, Asia, and Latin America, tainted land deals are depriving rural communities of the land and natural resources they and their families have relied on for generations. In both Cambodia and Laos, Vietnamese rubber companies were able to ignore national laws to acquire large swathes of land, polluting local water sources and trashing legally protected forests in the process. In Liberia, land has been taken away from communities and leased out to investors for the development of palm oil plantations which then break promises of decent salaries to local workers and damage the local environment.

Thus, tainted land deals are inflicting irreparable damage on populations around the world. Millions of people are being pushed off their land deeper into poverty and left with limited or no access to what is often the only lifeline they have—their land.

As this report will illustrate, corruption enables land grabbing in a number of ways. It can be simply transactional—when State officials accept bribes from a company to gain access to land, for example. It can also be institutionalized—when decision-making in State bodies such as the police, judiciary, or executive is skewed so that business or political elites can ignore national laws to seize land without facing the consequences.

Tainted Lands explores existing frameworks that could help protect land rights and tackle corruption, including laws such as the UK Bribery Act and the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The report asserts, however, that much more must be done, laying out a set of recommendations for governments, companies, and the financial sector.

What is clear is that any efforts to end land grabbing must also tackle corruption, as the two tend to co-exist and are mutually reinforcing. Private sector actors and governments need to do far more to ensure that they aren’t driving human rights harms at home or abroad. Not only is the impact on life and livelihood severe, but for companies and investors, becoming embroiled in a corrupt land deal poses major reputational, financial, and legal risks.

Cumulatively, we must demand reform from our governments, corporations, and financial institutions. We hope that this report provides several stepping stones toward a world in which land deals are not tainted by human rights harms and corruption.

*International Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR) and Global Witness*
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent years, there has been an unprecedented rise in the sale and leasing of large areas of land, particularly in developing countries. The regions concerned are those where natural resources and land suitable for agriculture, extractive activities, timber concessions, or infrastructure projects is abundant; workforces are cheap; and access to global markets is relatively easy. The investors in these large-scale land leases or acquisitions—referred to as “land deals” or “land investments” throughout this report—are local government and business elites, foreign investment funds, corporations, or governments of cash-rich but resource-poor countries.

This report focuses on one major driver of the adverse human rights impacts of these increasing land investments—corruption. Corruption taints land deals in multiple ways, most notably when investors pay bribes to public officials in exchange for favorable land leases or acquisitions that violate the rights of local communities, elites capture the titling process through illegal means and at the expense of local land users, or investors rely on weak rule of law or corrupt remedial schemes to deny land users’ access to remedy.

Even in the absence of corruption, large-scale land investments may worsen rather than reduce rural poverty, encouraging forms of development that are neither environmentally nor socially sustainable. The Author and developers of this report advocate for investments in local communities and small holder farmers to be prioritized as the best means to achieve sustainable development. However, the focus of this report is to shed light on corruption, which intensifies the negative human rights and environmental impacts of the growing system of large-scale land investments and yet remains largely ignored. As such, this report aims to highlight these impacts and provide recommendations for addressing them while at the same time acknowledging the pressing need for systematic reform.
Project Background

Launched in 2015 by the International Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR) and Global Witness, the “Tainted Lands” project examines the risk of both grand corruption and petty bribes in large-scale land deals and develops recommendations for what can be done to address corruption at all phases of such land leasing and acquisition. In doing so, the project commissioned Professor Olivier De Schutter, former UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, to lead a series of stakeholder consultations and extensive desk-based research toward the development of concrete policy recommendations aimed at eliminating corrupt practices from large-scale land deals.

Report Roadmap

Section I of this report provides an overview of the phenomenon of large-scale land deals. It assesses the trend at a global level and examines structural obstacles faced by efforts to regulate such deals. Within this context, Section II focuses on corruption as a major obstacle to improving the protection of local communities and indigenous peoples whose livelihood, identities, and traditional ways of life depend on the use of local lands and natural resources. This phenomenon is largely understudied because corruption, by its very nature, is hidden and therefore poorly documented. Outlining the current state of play in relation to corruption and land deals, Section III explores domestic legislation, international treaties, and multi-stakeholder initiatives that have aimed to address various aspects of corruption and land rights issues. In Section IV, the report concludes by offering a set of policy recommendations targeted toward: investors, banks and other financial institutions, States where investments in land are made (host States), and States where investors are headquartered (home States).

Report Recommendations

The following is a summary of this report’s key recommendations:

Investing companies should:

- Undertake a process at all stages of operations to seek the free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) of all affected communities, including indigenous peoples.

- Take human rights due diligence measures to ensure that their subsidiaries and business partners do not resort to corruption. Due diligence should be exercised in five key ways:
  1. A prohibition on corruption and a reference to human rights should be inserted systematically into any contract that establishes a long-term, ongoing relationship between an enterprise and a business partner.
2. Business enterprises should identify general areas where the risk of adverse human rights impacts is most salient and prioritize these areas for systematic human rights due diligence measures. If due diligence reveals that corruption in a country’s land sector is unavoidable, the company should not proceed with the investment.

3. An investing company should develop and adopt adequate internal controls, ethics and compliance programs, and measures for preventing and detecting both bribery and grand corruption, developed on the basis of a risk assessment addressing the corruption risks facing the enterprise.

4. Corruption risks should be regularly monitored and re-assessed as necessary to ensure the enterprise’s human rights due diligence measures are adapted and continue to be effective in mitigating the risk of becoming complicit in corruption.

5. Strongly articulated and visible support and commitment should come from senior management, with one or more senior corporate officers exercising independent oversight of the enterprise’s human rights due diligence measures regarding corruption.

- **Disclose contract terms** relating to large-scale land leasing and acquisition, ensuring that, at the very minimum, basic information about the project (including contract term, size of land, purpose of investment, impact assessments, mitigation plans, and local employment and infrastructure commitments) is made available and accessible to potentially affected communities.

- Focus the company’s disclosure of contract terms and operational transparency on “**salient human rights issues**,” which are measured by scale, scope, and possibility to remedy.

- Have in place strong **whistleblower protections** to ensure that there are no reprisals against them. This will, in turn, make a company’s human rights due diligence policies more effective, as individuals with relevant information may feel safer coming forward.

**Banks and other financial institutions should:**

- Ensure that the investors they support in projects involving land tenure risks undertake **human rights due diligence** to ensure that they or their business partners do not cause human rights violations or resort to corruption.

- Undertake “**customer due diligence**” (CDD) upon establishing business relationships with new clients, for occasional transactions that reach a certain level, or where there is suspicion of money laundering. CDD includes identifying both the direct client and the “beneficial owner” to see who is behind the corporate structure, as well as conducting ongoing due diligence on the business...
relationship and maintaining scrutiny of transactions to ensure consistency with the institution's knowledge of the customer and its source of funds.

- Include information on beneficial ownership in publicly available land registries.

**Host States should:**

- **Fully protect and secure** the land and natural resource rights of local communities who depend on the land concerned. These forms of protection should include both the specific protection granted to the lands and territories of indigenous peoples as well as the right of all peoples to freely make use of their natural wealth and resources.

- Adopt legislative reforms that reduce opportunities for corruption in land deals by implementing principles of transparency and accountability. This should include requiring the public disclosure of income and assets for all elected and senior public officials and their family members. This includes implementing, as a matter of priority:
  
  1. The “publish what you pay, publish what you receive” principle;
  2. Access to information acts that allow civil society and the media to effectively perform their monitoring roles; and
  3. Legislation ensuring that public servants divulge the assets they and their family members own at the start and end of their tenure in office and regularly throughout. Such reforms would be particularly effective if combined with a prohibition for public sector employees to hold bank accounts outside the jurisdiction concerned, in order to avoid any expatriation of illicit funds—a rule which, in order to be effectively enforced, requires the collaboration of the financial sector.

- Ensure that negotiations with prospective investors are fully transparent, key contract terms and conditions are disclosed in their entirety before the contract is signed, and that the agreement reached is in the best interests of the local population, as required under human rights law, particularly in relation to the right to self-determination.

- Ensure that local communities who depend on the land concerned are fully involved in the negotiations, an FPIC process is undertaken with potentially impacted communities, and measures are taken to guard against the bribery of community representatives.

- Ensure that judicial and non-judicial grievance mechanisms are independent and free from pressure from political or business elites involved in the land
sector. In particular, courts should have the capacity and legal authority to review any decision to allocate land, both on procedural and substantive grounds. In particular, courts should be in a position to control the invocation of “public purpose,” “public interest,” or other formulations of the “eminent domain” requirement. Reliance on such provisions should refer not to some abstract or general notion that investment shall contribute to economic growth and therefore to economic progress, but to the specific purposes of the investment concerned, as well as to whether or not it shall improve the situation of the local communities concerned.

**Home States should:**

- **Prevent human rights violations abroad** by business enterprises that are incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction. This requires a combination of policy measures (including economic incentives) and regulatory reform.

- Make corruption in both the public and private sectors a **criminal offence** and ensure that entities within the State responsible for investigating and enforcing such laws have **adequate resources and training** to do so effectively.

- Require that companies domiciled under the State’s jurisdiction take **human rights due diligence** measures to ensure that their subsidiaries and business partners neither resort to nor benefit from corruption.

- Require **disclosure** of details about companies’ land acquisitions in other countries. This requirement should include a description of the negotiation process, information on the seeking of FPIC in the process, and key contract terms such as the size of the land leased or bought, the exact location of the land, the final sale or leasing price, and commitments made to affected communities such as the building of roads, schools, or other infrastructures.

- Provide victims of human rights abuses with **access to the State’s courts** to address harms caused by, contributed to by, or linked to companies and/or their subsidiaries incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction.
INTRODUCTION

The world over, robbing communities from the land on which they depend has become an instrument of mass marginalization. Land grabs increase poverty in rural areas and force the destitute to move to already over-crowded cities. Although this phenomenon is by now well documented, little is changing on the ground, and crucial contributors remain systematically unaddressed. This report aims to tackle one of the key parts of the problem—widespread corruption in the development, conclusion, and monitoring of large-scale land deals.

What is corruption?

While corruption takes many forms, it can generally be separated into two categories—petty corruption and grand corruption. Petty corruption includes exchanges of small amounts of money or favors (i.e. bribes) and most often involves local government authorities or community leaders, such as village chiefs. Grand corruption takes place on a large-scale, systematic basis and pervades all levels of government, including the highest levels. Because of the sums involved, grand corruption is often linked to money laundering schemes and in many cases has international ramifications. In both forms, corruption “always involves the acquisition of money, assets, or power in a way which escapes the public view; is usually illegal; and is at the expense of society as a whole either at a ‘grand’ or everyday level.” When referring to corruption, this report includes both grand and petty corruption in its use of the term, unless otherwise noted.

What is the connection between corruption and human rights?

Corruption is increasingly tainting all phases of land deals, resulting in a wide range of adverse human rights impacts. Examples of such harms range from forced displacement of communities without adequate compensation, to limiting access to basic necessities such as food and water, to the targeting and killing of land defenders. Corruption facilitates such violations by allowing actors involved to bypass existing legal safeguards that were designed to protect against such abuses.

What are “tainted lands”?

This report establishes and defines the term “tainted lands” as lands that have been obtained by an investor through corrupt means. The investor may have bribed public officials or community leaders in charge of allocating land on behalf of communities. Alternatively, the investor may have failed to ensure that the land was acquired by the seller through legal and transparent means (i.e. untainted by corruption). As will be highlighted throughout this report, studies show a significant statistical correlation
between levels of perceived corruption and the likelihood of large-scale land deals affecting the rights and interests of land users.

**What are “land grabs”?**

An important distinction to be made in discussing the issue of large-scale land deals is the relationship between such deals and what civil society groups denounce as “land grabs.” In a 2011 Declaration, the International Land Coalition (ILC)—a global alliance of civil society and intergovernmental organizations with 152 institutional members representing 54 countries—defined “large-scale land grabs” as land acquisitions or concessions that are one or more of the following:

(i) In violation of human rights, particularly the equal rights of women;

(ii) Not based on the free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC)\(^6\) of the affected land-users;

(iii) Not based on a thorough assessment or in disregard of social, economic, and environmental impacts, including the way these impacts are gendered;

(iv) Not based on transparent contracts that specify clear and binding commitments about activities, employment, and benefits-sharing; and/or

(v) Not based on effective democratic planning, independent oversight, and meaningful participation.\(^6\)

Any large-scale land deal that is tainted by corruption would fall under this definition, at the very least because it would not meet the requirements of FPIC; transparency; and democratic planning, oversight, and participation. As such, large-scale land deals that qualify as “tainted lands” also qualify as land grabs.

**In which ways does corruption play a role in land deals?**

Corruption is often difficult to identify and reliably measure. Surveys show, however, that corruption is widespread in land administration in many countries and a major obstacle to protecting local communities from the negative human rights impacts of large-scale land deals.\(^7\) As will be discussed in detail in this report, corruption may play a role at six interconnected phases of land leasing and acquisition:

1. The demarcation of land and the rolling out of titling schemes;

2. The design of land use schemes and the identification of land as “underutilized” or “vacant”;

3. The use of “public purpose” or “eminent domain” provisions to justify the expropriation of land;
4. The selling or leasing out of land to investors by the government or by community leaders;

5. The exercise of remedies in land-related complaints; and

6. The monitoring of investor obligations during the post-project period.

What are some common pre-conditions of “tainted lands”?

The regions primarily impacted by the recent wave of large-scale investments in land are those where natural resources and/or land suitable for cultivation, extractive activities, timber concessions, and/or infrastructure projects is abundant; workforces are cheap; and access to global markets is relatively easy. But weak governance also facilitates such deals. As a 2011 Oxfam report notes, “[l]and investors appear to be targeting countries with poor governance in order to maximise profit and minimise red tape . . . [O]ver three quarters of the 56 countries where land deals were agreed between 2000 and 2011 scored below average on four key governance indicators.”

To some, this may come as a surprise. In many sectors, home governments of major foreign direct investors, and socially responsible investors themselves, tend to prefer to invest in countries where the host government respects human rights in order to avoid risks associated with social and political instability. Land, however, is a resource that is typically poorly governed, with decision-making concentrated in very few hands. Lack of transparency, rather than democratic accountability, is the norm. Host government officials at all levels may see the interest of investors in land as an opportunity to enrich themselves, and recent studies show a significant statistical correlation between levels of perceived corruption and the likelihood of land deals. This suggests that local officials in charge of land administration, or higher-level public officials involved in delivering the requested authorizations for land deals, may actively encourage large-scale leases or acquisitions of land as a means to attract personal profit.

Moreover, some companies may intentionally target countries where the rule of law is weak and, correspondingly, corruption is rampant. Specifically, a company may see advantages to paying bribes and establishing a presence in countries where corrupt practices pervade the governmental and judicial systems. The widespread tolerance of such practices may enable the company to bypass certain regulations and “fast track” investments through administrative procedures that the company might otherwise be required to follow.

The perpetration of corrupt land deals is also being incentivized by wider macro-economic factors. The tendency for economic development programs to focus on large-scale projects, especially in the agricultural, mining, and infrastructure sectors,
massively increases the pressure on land resources. Such programs are often promoted by governments across the Global South and supported by bilateral and multilateral donors, as well as through trade and investment deals. Furthermore, as discussed in Section II of this report, some multilateral and donor-funded initiatives, such as the New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition, are actively seeking to change domestic land policies and laws in order to facilitate large-scale land investments by multinational companies. In light of this, the issues raised in this report reflect as much upon the dominant economic development paradigm, and those who promote it, as they do upon the countries where such corrupt land deals are rife.
I. THE CURRENT WAVE OF INVESTMENTS IN LAND

Recent years have witnessed a significant increase in large-scale acquisitions or leases of land, and countries with weak governance and poor government accountability are being particularly targeted.

1. The Extent of Large-Scale Land Deals

Since 2000, over 1073 “large-scale land deals”—defined as an area of at least 200 hectares—have been concluded, covering an estimated total of almost 40 million hectares.\(^1\)\(^2\) As a matter of scale, this figure represents more than six times the size of Sri Lanka (6.5 million hectares), significantly more than the total landmass of the United Kingdom (28 million hectares), and more than twice the total arable land of France (18 million hectares).

Regionally, the largest share of these deals has concerned Africa, where 457 deals have been documented. Within Africa, Eastern and Western Africa have been most significantly targeted, with 229 and 137 deals documented, respectively.\(^3\) The regions of Southeast Asia, with 316 deals documented, and, to some extent, Latin America, with 167 deals, are also significantly affected by this wave of large-scale land investment.\(^4\)

At the country level, Indonesia tops the list, with 125 deals documented, followed by Cambodia (104 deals), Mozambique (79 deals), Ethiopia (61 deals), and Laos (55 deals).\(^5\)

Focusing on the amount of land involved, rather than on the number of deals in target countries, six countries top the list—more than 4 million hectares of deals have
been concluded in South Sudan, followed closely by Papua New Guinea (3.7 million hectares), Indonesia (3.6 million hectares), the Democratic Republic of Congo (2.7 million hectares), the Congo (approximately 2.1 million), and Mozambique (also approximately 2.1 million).16

However, the corruption and secrecy surrounding land acquisitions makes it difficult to determine the full extent of land acquisitions globally or even nationally in the majority of States. Moreover, the information above relies on publicly available information, meaning that countries with more open data policies tend to be overrepresented. Despite their limitations, the figures above illustrate the extent of the phenomenon.

As noted above, the regions most impacted by the recent wave of investments in land are those where natural resources and/or land suitable for cultivation, extractive activities, timber concessions, and/or infrastructure projects is abundant; workforces are cheap; and access to global markets is relatively easy. These regions are also often where financial and commodity speculation has fueled increasing commercial demand for land. The investors involved in such deals are most often local elites, foreign investment funds, foreign corporations, or the governments of cash-rich, yet resource-poor, countries seeking to outsource food production in order to ensure a stable and reliable food supply for their populations.

Of course, the recent wave of large-scale land deals is not entirely unprecedented—but the speed at which the phenomenon has been developing and the scope of the development is alarming, as the statistics above suggest. In addition, the characteristics of the current wave of land deals are different from what has been seen in the past. Rather than leaving it to local producers to supply international markets with agricultural products at the most competitive conditions, current lessees or buyers of land now seek to ensure their own direct access to land in order to supply agricultural commodities themselves. The strategy of these investors is to circumvent international markets that have become more volatile and thus increasingly unreliable.
A global market for land and resources rights is thus rapidly taking shape.

Competition for access to these resources is increasing, combined with a discourse about the scarcity of and growing demand for agricultural commodities. As a result, more and more actors vie for the land on which communities rely, and land is rapidly becoming an asset on which investors are speculating. 17

CASE STUDY: MYANMAR/BURMA

The process toward civilian rule, which began in 2011, and the new National Land Use Policy approved in January 2016 are, without a doubt, encouraging developments in Myanmar/Burma. Despite this progress, however, illegal land acquisitions continue. According to a 2013 Forest Trends report, approximately 5.2 million acres—nearly thirty-five times the size of Yangon, the country’s largest city—had already been awarded to business enterprises by 2013, predominantly for agriculture. 18 These transfers of land have often taken place without the consent of local communities, who rely on this land for their livelihoods.

Due to the lack of transparency in Myanmar/Burma’s land sector, it is usually impossible to access information on how these land seizures are happening, and few in-depth investigations have been conducted. However, a Global Witness exposé published in 2015 detailed how Myanmar/Burma’s business, political, and military cronies conspired to grab farmers’ land, leaving communities struggling to survive. The investigation revealed the extent of the collusion. For example, company representatives accompanied soldiers as they confiscated land and military actors presented themselves as company representatives to local villagers. The involved companies, high-ranking military officials, and the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP)—the political party linked to the army—all appear to have directly benefited from these transfers of land, while affected local communities have been pushed deeper into poverty with little chance of accessing redress. 19

When Global Witness wrote in 2015 to the actors involved in the case above, only one response was received. Sein Wut Hmon, a rubber company controlling almost two thousand hectares of land, denied that it had colluded with the military or grabbed local people’s land and stated that it had brought jobs and development to the area.

2. Obstacles to Regulating Land Deals

Some commentators see opportunities in this renewed interest in large-scale land investment. These commentators underline that, as a sector, agriculture in particular has been neglected for many years due to falling prices of agricultural commodities and the weak ability for rural communities to be involved in defining development priorities. 20 Yet, these commentators tend to underestimate the risks involved in land investments and often adopt an idealized view of the framework under which such
investments are regulated. Any such framework should regulate land investments in a manner that would avoid the taint of corruption and prevent human rights violations within local communities and indigenous populations. In reality, however, establishing such a framework encounters major obstacles.

a. The “Race to the Bottom”

The first major obstacle in establishing an effective framework to address the issue of “tainted lands” takes the form of the familiar concept of “race to the bottom.” Poor, agriculture-based countries are now seeking to attract foreign capital in order to develop their economies and infrastructures. In doing so, they compete with similarly situated countries that are seeking to bring in the same types of investors. This incentivizes these governments to relax regulation and corresponding demands on investors across a broad spectrum, including in relation to wages, enforceable labor and human rights commitments, environmental protections, and appropriate levels of taxation. These countries have thus resorted to “beggar-thy-neighbor” strategies—in order to attract investors, governments are tempted to offer investors conditions more favorable than those proposed by countries similarly situated, resulting in an endless, and ultimately self-defeating, quest for capital inflows at the expense of human rights and other protections.

THE ROLE OF REGIONAL FRAMEWORKS IN THE “RACE TO THE BOTTOM”

Regional frameworks for investment may have an important role to play in avoiding a “race to the bottom.” One encouraging example of such an initiative is the Land Policy Initiative (LPI), endorsed by the African Union. The LPI sets forth a framework for regulating land investment that addresses problems posed by local elites, agribusiness, corruption, and the special needs of vulnerable groups. This regional initiative reiterates the need to clarify property rights in agriculture and promotes the development of land rights transfer systems and markets. At the same time, however, the LPI acknowledges risks associated with a reliance on Western-based concepts of property rights that result in the commodification of land and the privatization of common resources on which certain groups rely. The LPI therefore illustrates the scope of the challenges faced in creating such a framework while suggesting opportunities for addressing these challenges. If countries from the same region, potentially competing to attract the same investors, join forces in order to strengthen their respective regulatory frameworks, this could reduce the risk that such frameworks would be gradually weakened for the purpose of attracting investment. Whether this particular effort will have an impact on the behavior of governments remains to be seen.
b. The Weak Capacity of Target States

A second major obstacle in establishing a strong framework to address the issue of “tainted lands” resides in the weak capacity of host States to manage and regulate the administration and wide-ranging impacts of land investments. Robust governance frameworks and a well-trained and well-resourced public administration are necessary in order to map current land use in a way that accurately identifies the specific land available for development by investors. Both are also required in order to effectively enforce legal regulations imposing investor compliance with certain social and environmental standards. Strong institutions are also needed to support appropriate processes for consultation with local communities to ensure that the principle of FPIC—which essentially provides communities with the right to veto land deals by which they are potentially affected—is complied with whenever shifts of land use are implied and to ensure that these communities benefit from investments in their area. In particular, the screening of investors and an analysis of the economic and technical viability of any investment project, as well as the negotiation of contractual agreements and the subsequent monitoring of compliance with such agreements, all require highly qualified administrations.

Moreover, legitimate and well-resourced grievance mechanisms must be established in order to resolve any disputes that arise from large-scale land deals in a fair and expeditious manner. Specifically, the judicial systems in host States must be independent, and judges must have the capacity and knowledge of relevant laws to provide adequate oversight and ensure that land rights disputes brought before the courts are fairly decided.

All of the above elements require a level of capacity that many of the States targeted by large-scale land deals may not have.

c. The “Resource Curse”

Large-scale land deals can be seen as a new version of the “resource curse.”

Citizens of resource-rich countries may suffer from weak governance and impoverishment not despite, but rather because of, their abundant and widely coveted natural wealth.
As has been well documented, the exploitation of natural resources typically takes the form of large-scale projects in which a small number of individuals control vast amounts of wealth. The capture and distribution of benefits can therefore be highly unequal unless affirmative measures are taken to ensure that benefits will be fairly allocated across all those who are affected.

The “resource curse” phenomenon has been particularly highlighted in the context of mineral resources commoditized by the extractives industry. Such resources are non-renewable—they are “assets in the ground” whose value depends on technology, market prices, and political risk. The exploitation of mineral resources should thus be seen as the consumption of capital, rather than a stream of income. And although agricultural products as such are “renewed” year after year, the depletion of the soils by industrial farming methods results in agriculture ultimately becoming a form of mining. The temptation is thus overwhelming for those in power at the government and corporate levels, who do not know for how long they will stay in power, to exploit these resources in order to create as much wealth as possible within the shortest possible time. These actors are also tempted to sell off the right to exploit these resources to the highest bidder in order to cash in immediately on the equivalent of all future income streams that could result from exploiting the resource.

At the same time, Members States of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) frequently seek to negotiate trade and investment deals with low- and middle-income countries in order to facilitate access by their companies to these resources, despite some of these countries having notoriously high levels of corruption and/or weak land governance systems. Together, these factors contribute to the “resource curse” and the related issue of “tainted lands.”

d. The Complex Implications of Titling

In many of the countries most severely impacted by the issue of “tainted lands,” a significant number of individuals and broader communities do not have secure tenure rights to the land on which they live and rely upon for their livelihoods. This is due in part to the fact that many of these countries are in post-conflict, State-building situations where land titling and broader administration systems have not yet reached all affected areas. In addition, customary and traditional forms of land tenure are often not recognized by law within such countries. Even when they are recognized on paper, customary land rights may be poorly protected in practice due to a lack of on-the-ground mapping of traditional land
tenure throughout the country. Many governments fail in particular to register or recognize shifting cultivation and communal lands, thus making land grabbing easier. Moreover, many countries have national laws establishing that all land belongs to the State, and it is therefore the government’s right to lease the land to whomever it chooses. Such situations result in a heightened risk of violations of communities’ land and resource rights by potential investors.

Additionally, debates continue over the appropriateness of formal titling schemes as a means of addressing such situations and strengthening the security of land tenure. Recent efforts to support reinvestment in agriculture, such as the G8’s New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition (see Box 2), have encouraged and supported target countries to implement formal titling schemes. A rationale for this position is that, whereas the rolling out of titling schemes is expensive, it is certainly less costly than agrarian reform that would involve the provision of strong support to small-scale farmers to ensure that they can use their land productively. According to this perspective, titling would also encourage individual landowners to make necessary investments in their land, not only because they will be protected from the risk of losing it, but also because the titling of property allows owners to mortgage their land and thus obtain access to credit for investments.

One problematic aspect of this perspective, however, is that small-scale farmers may end up with large amounts of debt after mortgaging their land to obtain such credit. Moreover, the emergence of land markets is seen as conducive to economic growth due to the fact that lowering transaction costs is expected to result in land going to the most productive user, thus maximizing the productivity of land as an economic asset. However, the reality is often very different. Once it is treated as a commodity, land often goes to the buyers with the highest purchasing power, not to those who need it most or can use it most productively.

In addition, many communities, such as indigenous communities, manage their land collectively and are unfamiliar with the notion of privately held property. Land titling schemes that force members of these communities to accept individual titles often go against communal traditions and ways of life, potentially threatening these communities’ ongoing cohesiveness and existence.

Governments operating titling schemes should thus recognize the rights of communities to manage their land collectively by granting them collective land titles. Business enterprises operating in such an environment must also be sure not to undermine traditional land management systems and should seek consent from the community as a collective.
The current push toward the titling of property presents a number of challenges. The clarification of property rights and the development of markets for land rights attract investors, whether these are local elites or foreign investors. This is due to the fact that, as it becomes easier to register property rights, the procedures for transferring property rights become faster and cheaper. As a result, more investors become willing to acquire land. This may result in these investors building infrastructure that will increase productivity (e.g., better storage facilities, communication routes, and irrigation schemes) and in the creation of local employment.34 However, this also means that these external

Box 2

THE NEW ALLIANCE FOR FOOD SECURITY AND NUTRITION IN AFRICA (NAFSN)

The New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition in Africa (NAFSN) was announced at the G8 Summit in May 2012, which brought together the leaders of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. According to the terms of the declaration resulting from this G8 Summit, the participants in the NAFSN pledge to:

- lift 50 million people out of poverty over the next decade, and be guided by a collective commitment to invest in credible, comprehensive, and country-owned plans, develop new tools to mobilize private capital, spur and scale innovation, and manage risk; and engage and leverage the capacity of private sector partners—from women and smallholder farmers to entrepreneurs to domestic and international companies.

The NAFSN is an attempt to mobilize the private sector to invest in food security and nutrition in order to compensate for the inability of public budgets to make up for the financing gap. To this end, the participating countries in the NAFSN negotiate country cooperation frameworks (CCFs), setting out a number of commitments to facilitate private investment in the areas concerned. With regard to the governance of land tenure, the emphasis in these CCFs has been on the clarification of property rights through the implementation of titling (also referred to as “certification”) schemes. The CCFs describe the clarification of property rights over land as beneficial for both small-scale farmers and investors. Since the announcement of NAFSN, ten African countries have joined the initiative: Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mozambique, and Tanzania in 2012, and Benin, Malawi, Nigeria, and Senegal in 2013.

However, the outcomes of these CCFs can be highly ambiguous. The emergence of a market for land rights may facilitate the transfer of land into the hands of local elites or foreign investors, who may capture the process of titling for their own benefit at the expense of local land and resource users. In part for this reason, the approach adopted by the NAFSN has been criticized by many civil society groups as prioritizing large-scale and industrial forms of agricultural production while potentially neglecting the needs of small-scale farmers for whom low-cost solutions based on agro-ecological methods may be more suitable and affordable.33
investors will compete against local communities for access to the land and resources on which these communities depend. Because of the considerable difference in the respective purchasing powers of the parties involved, it is likely that external investors will easily outcompete local land and resource users in the purchasing process that has resulted from the establishment of a market for land rights.

Moreover, due to corruption, titles may simply be ignored and land taken regardless of titling schemes that involve local land and resource users. Corruption may also prevent individuals and communities that lost land from obtaining justice or redress if and when they are able to challenge such practices. In particular, the process of titling may disproportionately benefit local elites due to better connections to the officers responsible for the rolling out of titling schemes. The process of obtaining title may also be too costly or complex for the poorest segments of the population to benefit.

In addition, the rural poor may be tempted to sell off land in order to overcome temporary economic hardship such as a bad harvest or a fall in the prices received for their crops—a phenomenon referred to as “distress sales.” This may also result in the possibility of losing property where the household finds itself unable to reimburse the lender after having mortgaged the land. Moreover, titling schemes protect those who have land and would otherwise be evicted without compensation, but they also lead to inflated prices for land that exacerbates the situation of landless rural households. Such households may find it impossible to have access to land following the speculation fueled by the titling process.

Indigenous and other communities relying on collective or communal land and resource management systems face particular challenges. National laws often do not recognize such systems and the rights they protect. As a consequence, these communities may be unable to benefit from a formal land titling process when their traditionally used land has not been formally registered in their name. Of particular concern is the forcing of communities’ previously managing land under collective or communal systems into privately registering land titles, which can have a hugely negative impact in terms of overall social cohesion and cultural well-being. This can make a community even more vulnerable to the negative impacts of land markets due to increasing incentives for individual households to sell land to which they now hold private titles, even if such land was previously considered to be collectively owned.
The lessons from titling schemes are therefore mixed. Such schemes are generally seen as an easy means to allow small farmers to be protected from eviction. At the same time, however, the commodification of property rights can in fact be a source of exclusion and, in practice, increase insecurity of tenure. The competition for investment, the weak capacity of States, and the complex implications of titling and clarification of property rights are all factors that have impeded the establishment of robust regulatory frameworks to protect local communities from land grabs. As mentioned above, corruption is a distinct but interrelated factor that has played an important yet largely understudied role in obstructing the development of such frameworks in a way that addresses human rights harms. The following Section will aim to fill this gap by specifically examining the role of corruption at various phases of large-scale land deals.
II. THE ROLE OF CORRUPTION IN LARGE-SCALE LAND DEALS

This report seeks to document the role of corruption in large-scale land deals and identify how to overcome the human rights challenges that corruption presents. Corruption is a part of the broader phenomenon of “land grabbing” that is both hugely significant in practice and vastly underreported in existing analysis and advocacy. As mentioned above, there exists a statistically significant correlation between levels of perceived corruption and the likelihood of large-scale land deals. However, by its nature, corruption is difficult to identify in specific instances, let alone reliably measure. Corruption continues to be a major obstacle in protecting local communities from the negative impacts of the current wave of investments in land.

CASE STUDY: CAMBODIA AND LAOS

In the past decade, both Cambodia and Laos have experienced a “land grab” crisis. In Laos, due to the lack of transparency in the land sector, estimates for the amount of land leased out to private companies vary from 1.1 million to as much as 3.5 million hectares, with 18 percent of villages in the country potentially affected. Cambodia has seen an equally rapid sell off, with 2.1 million hectares of land leased out as land concessions and at least 830,000 people impacted.

In both countries, the land sector is dominated by secrecy and high-levels of corruption. Business and political elites are seemingly able to get away with ignoring national laws designed to safeguard the rights of communities and the environment and have been able to rely on State security forces to protect their private interests over those of ordinary citizens.

A 2013 investigation revealed how two major Vietnamese rubber companies—Hoang Anh Gia Lai (HAGL) and the Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG)—acquired vast areas of land in violation of national laws governing land concessions in both Cambodia and Laos. In particular, the land purchases by both companies took place at the expense of local communities who were barely compensated and whose free, prior, and informed consent was not sought. Far from protecting these communities, government officials in Cambodia and Laos licensed concessions in contravention of their own national laws and failed to take action when HAGL and VRG openly ignored these same laws.

Additionally, HAGL’s and VRG’s activities had significant negative environmental impacts, including clearing of valuable and legally protected forests within their concessions and the chemical pollution of local water sources, among other impacts. Only after Global Witness released a report on these land grabs and international pressure, including from investors, increased, did the companies enter into a dialogue with the communities concerned. Despite this engagement, very few of the affected individuals have received redress from the companies, although HAGL has at least begun a negotiation process with fourteen communities.
1. The Two Modalities of Large-Scale Land Deals

In order to understand the role played by corruption in large-scale land deals, it is useful to distinguish two modalities through which such deals may occur.

A first scenario is State-led land deals. In this scenario, the host government maps an area, identifies land that it deems “underutilized” or “vacant,” and decides to sell or lease that land to an investor, whether local or foreign. Here, the rights of land users may not be recognized at all—such users may be considered to be occupants or “squatters” without title, and the government may simply treat the land as its own.

Alternatively, if such rights are in fact recognized, the government may decide to expropriate the land by relying on a version of the “public purpose” or “eminent domain” doctrine. In the latter case, whereas the rights of land and resource users may be recognized under statutory law, such users may still be evicted from land that they are using when public authorities nevertheless decide to cede the land to an investor.

In April 2013, HAGL wrote to Global Witness, denying all the allegations described above, including any involvement in illegal logging and taking land from local residents. Furthermore, the company stated that it was the responsibility of the governments of Cambodia and Laos to ensure that community land and forests were not included in concession areas. VRG declined to comment on evidence of its members and affiliates being responsible for land grabbing and illegal activities in Cambodia and Laos. Instead, the company pointed to a set of “responsible investment principles” that it adheres to, which include observing national laws, respecting the welfare of local communities, and implementing social infrastructure projects.

In preparing this report, ICAR attempted to contact both HAGL and VRG for responses to the allegations contained herein. No response was received from either company by the time of this report’s publication.
The question of accountability for the choices made by governments with respect to agricultural investments is raised even in the most unlikely contexts, for example, where governments have a reputation for making decisions that benefit the population. Liberia is a case in point.

The first African female head of State, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011 for her contributions to rebuilding the country after fourteen years of civil conflict. In 2011, she was re-elected for a second term as the head of the country. However, like all leaders in the region, she cannot escape the dilemmas associated with development.

On 6 December 2011, she visited communities affected by the development of a large palm tree plantation in the northwestern part of the country. Her visit and that of the ministers of her government accompanying her were triggered by protests against a large concession for palm oil development that went to a Malaysian company called Sime Darby, to which the Liberian government had ceded a total of over 768,000 acres in 2009.

The rural communities affected by the first stages of implementation complained that salaries paid to those employed on the plantations were below the wages promised and that the planting of palm trees led to environmental degradation. The response of President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, as reported in the Liberian press, was this: “You are trying to undermine your own government. You can’t do that. If you do so all the foreign investors coming to Liberia will close their businesses and leave, then Liberian [sic] will go back to the old days.”

This response and other similar government reactions suggest an incorrect and contradictory relationship between the protection of the rights of the local communities affected by an investment and the attractiveness of a particular location for the investor. In fact, research shows that violations of civil and political rights make a country less attractive to an investor, not more. This is consistent with surveys of managers of transnational corporations, which indicate the importance of political and social stability for the choice of where to invest in foreign jurisdictions.

Governments with strong records on human rights are rewarded by higher foreign investment flows.

Unfortunately, recent reports show that the rights of land and resource users are routinely ignored in Liberia, as large sections of land are allocated to investors, particularly for the development of palm oil plantations. Indeed, the outbreak of Ebola in 2014 made the situation worse, providing an opportunity for palm oil companies such as Golden Veroleum (GVL) to expand their presence, as the population was staying home because of the risks of contamination.

In a long and detailed letter to Global Witness in June 2015, GVL stated that the company had not expanded its land holdings during the Ebola outbreak beyond its existing plans. The company also stated that it had followed procedures that respected communities’ land rights and denied any involvement in bribery.

ICAR contacted both GVL and Sime Darby in September 2016, requesting their comment on the allegations outlined above. At the time of publication, GVL had not responded. Sime Darby replied, acknowledging that the company had “not always got everything right,” but listing a wide range of actions it had taken since 2011 to ensure positive outcomes for the environment and all stakeholders, including plantation workers and local communities. The company also stated that “if community members do not provide consent, Sime Darby will not develop their land.” Further detail on the company’s response can be found at the back of this report, at endnote 44.

II. THE ROLE OF CORRUPTION IN LARGE-SCALE LAND DEALS
Some cases of large-scale land deals are a hybrid of State-led and market-led deals. One example is the development of the Southern Agricultural Growth Corridor (SAGCOT) in Tanzania. SAGCOT covers around 287,000 square kilometers of land, representing approximately one-third of mainland Tanzania in which between nine to eleven million people live. The land acquisition process for SAGCOT has been fast-tracked under the “Big Results Now” initiative, which was launched by the Tanzanian government to accelerate progress towards poverty reduction. Under this initiative, “a total of 80,000 [hectares has been] entrusted to the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) to date for fielding expressions of interest from investors for land grants.” Such land would be allocated to investors at a very low price—one USD per year per hectare, according to government representatives. A 2014 government report claims that this allocation of land to investors will also benefit local, surrounding smallholders as potential out-growers who “have been trained and sensitized and are ready to engage and work with investors.”

In addition, in the country cooperation framework (CCF) it adopted when joining the NAFSN (see Box 2), the Tanzanian government committed to “demarcating . . . all village land in [the] SAGCOT region” and completing “village land use plans.” Such plans are, in principle, the result of a participatory process of identifying the different land uses in a particular location, including settlements, pastures, cultivation, forests, or wildlife. What remains is then marked as “unused” or “general” land that the Tanzanian government can lease out to an investor, minus compensation to the local community and provided that certain environmental and social safeguards are met. Thus, the demarcation of land under the SAGCOT project can be considered a hybrid of the State-led and investor-led modalities of land deals as, at least in theory, the development of “village land use plans” is a formal precondition for the demarcation of land to investors, and titles are only secured once tenure rights are fully clarified.

CASE STUDY: TANZANIA

Some cases of large-scale land deals are a hybrid of State-led and market-led deals. One example is the development of the Southern Agricultural Growth Corridor (SAGCOT) in Tanzania. SAGCOT covers around 287,000 square kilometers of land, representing approximately one-third of mainland Tanzania in which between nine to eleven million people live. The land acquisition process for SAGCOT has been fast-tracked under the “Big Results Now” initiative, which was launched by the Tanzanian government to accelerate progress towards poverty reduction. Under this initiative, “a total of 80,000 [hectares has been] entrusted to the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) to date for fielding expressions of interest from investors for land grants.” Such land would be allocated to investors at a very low price—one USD per year per hectare, according to government representatives. A 2014 government report claims that this allocation of land to investors will also benefit local, surrounding smallholders as potential out-growers who “have been trained and sensitized and are ready to engage and work with investors.”

In practice, however, the vast disparities in bargaining power between investors and communities impede the conclusion of fair and equitable agreements. Moreover, community “representatives” that investors conclude deals with may not actually have the community’s consent to take on this role, particularly where the “representative” is in fact a government appointed local official. Finally, such community “representatives” may not adequately represent the perspectives of women or minority groups affected by the land deal.
2. Corruption at the Various Phases of Land Deals

Within the various modalities of large-scale land deals outlined above, corruption can play a major role at six phases that are often overlapping and mutually reinforcing:58

1. The demarcation of land and the rolling out of titling schemes;
2. The design of land use schemes and the identification of land as “underutilized” or “vacant”;
3. The use of “public purpose” or “eminent domain” provisions to justify expropriation of land;
4. The selling or leasing out of land to investors by the government or by community leaders;
5. The exercise of remedies in land-related complaints; and
6. The monitoring of investor obligations during the post-project period.

While the remainder of this Section focuses on outlining the characteristics of corruption at these six phases, it is important to note that these phases are centered on procedural mechanisms of corruption, which involve the subversion of land governance processes at various phases for the purpose of providing gains to a particular individual or group. In addition to this focus on procedure is the question of what type of form the corrupt activity itself takes in order to drive these procedural subversions. For example, corrupt activities can take the form of straight bribes (either “group bribes” or the paying off of a key local leader or public official), contract fraud or embezzlement, political support for an individual or party in exchange for land, and myriad other forms.

a. Demarcation of Land and Rolling Out of Titling Schemes

The titling of property typically involves land users seeking “certification” of their land based on evidence such as testimonies from neighbors or the results of an official demarcation process. Both petty corruption and grand corruption are common at this stage, either during the process of demarcation itself or where the individual land user seeks to have his or her land registered.59 For example, when a farmer in the Cambodian province of Koh Kong went to local authorities to have his land measured pursuant to the Cambodian titling scheme, the local authority refused because they considered him part of the political opposition and because he would not pay them a bribe.60

Transparency International’s Global Corruption Barometer 2013 found that, on average, twenty-one percent of the people surveyed in the
ninety-five countries for which data could be collected reported having paid a bribe for land services. Some countries score much higher than this average: Sierra Leone and Pakistan top the list with seventy-five percent, followed by Cambodia with fifty-seven percent and Liberia with forty-two percent of people having paid a bribe for land services. Such bribes significantly increase the cost of registering or transferring land by allowing those with the deepest pockets to capture most of the benefits from titling schemes.

For the poorest households, land administration services may simply be inaccessible. It is therefore unsurprising that there is a strong correlation between levels of corruption in land administration services and levels of hunger, as reported by the International Food Policy Research Institute’s Global Hunger Index. In the developing world, extreme poverty associated with hunger remains a primarily rural phenomenon, and secure access to land is therefore a key determinant of the ability of families to feed themselves.

In addition to bribery, local elites—such as government ministers or senior public officials, their family members, or powerful companies—may be tempted to use their positions of power to influence land demarcation in order to get beneficial treatment and increase their own land holdings at the expense of less powerful members of society, including indigenous persons or ethnic minorities.

b. Design of Land Use Schemes and Identification of Land as “Underutilized” or “Vacant”

Large-scale land deals are typically preceded by a mapping of the various land uses in a certain area, leading the government to identify certain portions of land as “unused,” “underutilized,” or “vacant.” A common concern, however, is that land used only intermittently for activities such as shifting agriculture, grazing animals, collecting firewood, hunting, or gathering is often considered “unused,” despite the fact that such activities substantially support the livelihoods of surrounding communities. At the same time, land may be used regularly by a community, yet that community’s title or claim to that land may not be recognized by a government that has instead decided to classify all untitled land as “available” for investors.

Corruption may therefore explain why, in some cases, authorities treat such land as “vacant” when, in fact, the land is being used. In today’s world, almost no land is actually “unused.” Such labeling is instead often utilized
as a means to facilitate elite capture for personal gain despite risks to vulnerable groups such as indigenous communities and ethnic minorities that hold land communally and/or practice forms of shifting cultivation. In fact, corrupt land deals have become so systematic that they have infiltrated national development and poverty alleviation strategies.

**c. Use of “Public Interest” or “Public Purpose” Provisions**

Under international human rights law, expropriation by government of privately owned land is generally possible under four conditions:

1. It must be regulated by law and follow authorized legal procedures;
2. There must be a “public purpose” or “public interest” in expropriating the land, such as the building of major infrastructure that serves the public welfare;
3. The eviction must be reasonable and proportionate to the public welfare objective pursued; and
4. The landowner must be granted full, fair, and equitable compensation, which generally must include that he or she should be allowed to resettle on land of at least commensurate quality, size, and value.

The notions of “public interest” and “public purpose” play a central role in development. However, these notions are frequently abused due to the fact that clear and uncontested definitions of these terms are lacking. According to the Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development-Based Evictions and Displacement, the notions of “public interest,” “public welfare,” or any equivalent concepts should be defined by reference to the realization of human rights. These guidelines explain that “the promotion of the general welfare refers to steps taken by States consistent with their international human rights obligations, in particular the need to ensure the human rights of the most vulnerable.”

In practice, however, public authorities easily manipulate these concepts. For instance, the Ethiopian Expropriations of Landholdings for Public Purposes and Payment of Compensation Proclamation No. 455/2005 defines “public purpose” as “the use of lan[d] defined as such by the decision of the appropriate body in conformity with urban structure plan or development plan [sic] in order to ensure that the interest of the peoples to acquire direct or indirect benefits from the use of the land and to consolidate sustainable socio-economic development.” Such
a definition, due to its vagueness, gives almost complete discretion to public authorities to decide when an expropriation is justified. In particular, far from adopting a restrictive view of what is included in the notion of “public welfare,” this definition does not prohibit attributing the land, following the expropriation, to a private investor for development.74

Despite the fact that an existing definitions are commonly contested, it should follow from the very notion of public interest that expropriation should never be used for private or commercial purposes. Moreover, the burden of proving that the expropriation satisfies the requirement of serving the public interest should fall on public authorities.

In reality, however, it is often the victims who shoulder the burden of proving that the expropriation is not in the public interest, if and when they choose to challenge the eviction before the court system. The victims may find this particularly challenging to do given that courts may also play a role in corrupt practices. Courts may lack independence vis-à-vis the executive branch in the country or may be deferential to public authorities in assessing what qualifies as being in the “public interest.” Moreover, in most cases, the scales seem almost inevitably weighted in favor of projects that aim to “commercialize” the land, even when such projects make it impossible for local communities to continue to use the land to satisfy their own basic needs.

In such cases, it is tempting for the private investor interested in acquiring land to bribe or use its influence over the public officials responsible for defining expropriation as being in the “public interest” or for “public purpose.” This is particularly true where the consent of the landowners to cede their land has been refused or, more commonly, not even been sought. As mentioned above, once the government has decided to support the investment project, it is typically very difficult to challenge that decision via legal channels.

d. Selling or Leasing of Land to Investors by the Government or by Community Leaders

The most widely discussed stage of corruption in land deals is when public officials or representatives of the community are directly bribed by the investor in order to ensure that the land is leased or sold. The risk of such forms of corruption materializes where land is State-owned or communal. In both cases, land and resource users are affected, whether these users are permanently occupying the land or they depend on the land for subsistence or other needs. While the problem of corruption at this stage is widely recognized to exist, it is difficult to document, investigate, and prosecute since corruption, by its very nature, is kept secret.
Another obstacle in identifying and addressing such instances of corruption is that legal definitions of bribery as a criminal offence are generally limited to public officials, which may leave out community chiefs or other community leaders even when these individuals, acting as “representatives” of their communities, give away communal land. Moreover, political corruption can take a rather indirect route when politicians or high-level public officials who are political appointees may be encouraged to favor certain investors who have contributed to financing their political party or campaigns. Even when land and resource users receive compensation following the expropriation process in these cases, such compensation typically will be below the market value of the land. This is due to the fact that these leases or sales often occur below the assessed market value of land, and it is particularly difficult for land and resource users to prove that these types of land deals are grossly unfair.

**SEVERE RISKS TO LAND AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENDERS**

In many cases, local indigenous, environmental, and landless peasant leadership are subject to threats and at times physically harmed, even murdered, if they object to or report instances of corruption related to large-scale land deals. Moreover, local police and judicial authorities rarely ever investigate or try the accused, and only low-level criminals are ever found guilty. At the same time, those ordering the threats and acts of violence are typically go unpunished by local authorities, often because they have political coverage at the local, state, or national level.

As available land becomes increasingly scarce, the battle to control it is intensifying. In 2015, across the globe, more than three people were killed a week defending their land, forests, and rivers against destructive industries—a fifty-nine percent increase from the previous year. Severe limits on information mean the true numbers are undoubtedly higher. Brazil is by far the deadliest country for land and environmental defenders, with a total of fifty deaths in 2015 alone.

**e. Accessing Remedy for Land-Related Complaints**

At each of the four phases above, corruption disenfranchises people from their land and resource rights. Corruption may also play a subsequent role in preventing the victims of land grabs from being able to access remedy, such as getting their land returned or obtaining fair compensation for damages, through judicial and other accountability mechanisms.

In the most extreme situations, the judicial system is captured by political elites, and acts merely as an arm of the established vested interests of the ruling elites of that country. In such contexts, corrupt land deals undertaken by those ruling elites will almost never be impartially
scrutinized by the courts, nor will people affected by such deals be given a chance to obtain remedy through the judicial system. In other cases, the police and local authorities may be bribed to threaten, intimidate, or even arrest community members who are protesting or submitting complaints about the loss of land and any involvement of corruption. At the same time, judges and court officials can be bribed or otherwise influenced to make certain decisions in land grab cases, to block or refuse to accept charges brought by community members, or to expedite charges brought by those accused of land grabbing against the victims themselves. Subsequently, appeal and judicial review mechanisms for land demarcation and titling can also be corrupted to uphold unjust decisions, furthering the disenfranchisement of the victims of “tainted lands.”

f. Monitoring of Investor Obligations During the Post-Project Period

While a lease term on a concession might be for a period of, typically, fifty to ninety-nine years, impacts on affected communities often last forever. This is due to the fact that, even when projects end, fail, or are cancelled, corruption often prevents land from being returned to communities throughout the post-project period.

Moreover, specific concerns emerge regarding the implementation phase of the investment project. When land is ceded to an investor, it is not unusual that certain conditions are attached, such as avoiding the overuse of water, creating employment opportunities for the local population, or sourcing certain supplies from local producers by setting up out-grower schemes intended to complement production on large plantations. Such conditions are imposed as a means to ensure that the investment will benefit the local communities and, it is hoped, outweigh any negative impacts. However, corruption may impede the willingness of local authorities to monitor compliance with such conditions. Even investments that may seem balanced on paper, taking into account the commitments agreed to by the investor, will often turn out to be deeply imbalanced in practice.
III. COMBATING CORRUPTION IN LAND DEALS: THE STATE OF PLAY

Corruption and large-scale land deals are not new phenomena. A number of instruments and initiatives already exist in relation to both of these issues. This section analyzes the current state of play in addressing the specific challenges of corruption in large-scale land deals through the establishment of normative frameworks at the international, regional, and national levels. As this section will demonstrate, however, the range of existing initiatives remains inadequate given the scale of the problem.

1. Land Tenure Frameworks

Acting under the pressure of civil society, some intergovernmental entities and individual governments have established frameworks to address the risks associated with increased large-scale land deals and complex land tenure systems, particularly with regards to agricultural investments.

a. The Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure

In May 2012, after eighteen months of discussion, the Committee on World Food Security (CFS) adopted the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and Forests in the Context of National Food Security (VGGT). Despite their voluntary nature and current lack of implementation on the ground, the VGGT are an attempt to provide recommendations to States as to how they should protect the rights of land and natural resource users, particularly small-scale farmers and herders whose access to land is insufficiently protected.

The VGGT include a number of references to the need to address corruption in its various forms. In particular, the framework articulates the expectation that States shall “prevent tenure disputes, violent conflicts, and corruption” and “endeavour to prevent corruption in all forms, at all levels, and in all settings.” The VGGT also provide that “[i]mplementing agencies and judicial authorities should . . . endeavor to prevent corruption through transparent processes and decision-making.”
Elaborating on the issue of corruption in the context of land tenure, the VGGT provide that:

States and non-State actors should endeavor to prevent corruption with regard to tenure rights. States should do so particularly through consultation and participation, rule of law, transparency, and accountability. States should adopt and enforce anti-corruption measures including applying checks and balances, limiting the arbitrary use of power, addressing conflicts of interest, and adopting clear rules and regulations. States should provide for the administrative and/or judicial review of decisions of implementing agencies. Staff working on the administration of tenure should be held accountable for their actions. They should be provided with the means of conducting their duties effectively. They should be protected against interference in their duties and from retaliation for reporting acts of corruption.\(^8\)

Beyond these general requirements, the VGGT refer to the need to prevent and address corruption within certain specific components of land governance (see Box 4).

**box 4**

**THE VOLUNTARY GUIDELINES ON THE RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE OF TENURE OF LAND, FISHERIES, AND FORESTS IN THE CONTEXT OF NATIONAL FOOD SECURITY (VGGT)**

The Committee on World Food Security (CFS) adopted the Voluntary Guidelines on the Governance of Tenure (VGGT) in May 2012. In addition to general statements about the need to address corruption in the governance of land tenure, the VGGT include recommendations specific to certain components of such governance, such as recording of land rights, valuation of land, and adoption of land planning schemes:

(a) In the **recording of tenure rights**, “States should ensure that information on tenure rights is easily available to all, subject to privacy restrictions. Such restrictions should not unnecessarily prevent public scrutiny to identify corrupt and illegal transactions. States and non-state actors should further endeavour to prevent corruption in the recording of tenure rights by widely publicizing processes, requirements, fees and any exemptions, and deadlines for responses to service requests” (Guideline 17.5).

(b) In the **valuation of land**, for example where land is used as collateral to secure loans or for taxation purposes, “[i]mplementing agencies should make their valuation information and analyses available to the public in accordance with national standards. States should endeavour to prevent corruption in valuation through transparency of information and methodologies, in public resource administration and compensation, and in company accounts and lending” (Guideline 18.5 and Guideline 19.3).
Similarly, where evictions are inevitable for a public purpose, “[a]ll parties should endeavour to prevent corruption, particularly through use of objectively assessed values, transparent and decentralized processes and services, and a right to appeal” (Guideline 16.6).

(c) In the design of land planning schemes, “States should endeavour to prevent corruption by establishing safeguards against improper use of spatial planning powers, particularly regarding changes to regulated use. Implementing agencies should report on results of compliance monitoring” (Guideline 20.4).

**b. The Principles for Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems**

The VGGT are directed at governments, rather than at the private sector. However, when acquisitions and leases of large areas of land began to surge in 2009 through 2010, it soon appeared that the private sector would also need guidance as to how to respect the rights and livelihoods of local communities affected. This led the World Bank, together with the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), and the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), to present a set of Principles for Responsible Agricultural Investment (PRAI) in 2010.\(^82\)

The PRAI were widely criticized, both in terms of content and process. Unlike the VGGT, they were developed through a top-down process involving neither the governments concerned, nor those negatively affected by land investments. As a result, at the 36th annual session of the Committee on World Food Security (CFS), held in Rome in October 2010, the CFS decided to launch, “an inclusive process of consideration of the [Principles for Responsible Agricultural Investments that Respect Rights, Livelihoods and Resources (RAI)] within the CFS.”\(^83\)

After three years of negotiations, in October 2014, the CFS adopted the Principles for Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems. Like the PRAI, these “RAI Principles,” also referred to as “CFS-RAI,” are voluntary in nature. They contain ten core principles related, *inter alia*, to tenure of land, and outline the various responsibilities of different stakeholders involved in agricultural investments. In particular, Principle 9 deals with issues around corruption, stating in its chapeau that “[r]esponsible investment in agriculture and food systems should abide by national legislation and public policies, and incorporate inclusive and transparent governance structures, processes, decision-making, and
grievance mechanisms.” The new principles also elaborate that all actors should respect “the rule and application of law, free of corruption.” In addition, they lay out a number of transparency requirements to be followed by all stakeholders and advocate for the “sharing of information relevant to the investment, in accordance with applicable law, in an inclusive, equitable, accessible, and transparent manner at all stages of the investment cycle.”

The CFS-RAI Principles also mention the UN Convention Against Corruption among the instruments that are relevant to implementation, and include provisions on negotiating with stakeholders and disclosure while supporting transparency within contractual relationships.

c. The OECD-FAO Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains

In March 2016, the OECD and the FAO presented their joint Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains. Building on a range of consultations that took place between October 2013 and June 2015, the OECD-FAO Guidance draws on a broad set of instruments defining responsible business conduct in the agricultural sector, including the VGGT and the CFS-RAI.

The “model enterprise policy” presented in the OECD-FAO Guidance includes a reference to a pledge to transparency and information disclosure in land-based investments. The document is also explicit about the risks for companies entering into land-based investments:

In many developing countries, the unclear and/or broad definition of public purpose, the lack of land use plans, high corruption levels in land management, and land speculation all lead to unlawful expropriation. Such expropriation may precipitate the loss of the livelihoods of local communities, or more limited access to land and other key natural resources, thus resulting in nutritional deprivation, social polarization, entrenched poverty, or political instability.

There is one particular area, however, in which the OECD-FAO Guidance is unclear. The document suggests that companies should “commit to transparency and information disclosure related to land-based investments in [their] operations and those of [their] business partners, including transparency of lease/concession contract terms, with due regard to privacy restrictions” (emphasis added). The lack of clarity as to the scope of such “privacy restrictions” is a source of concern. Unless made more concrete, it could provide an easy loophole for investors.
Global Witness and others noted that this type of broadly worded restrictions to the duty to disclose the terms of contracts, including “commercial confidentiality,” has routinely been invoked to justify a refusal to release information. Yet, full transparency would incentivize companies and governments to provide more equitable treatment to local communities, which will make contracts more “stable and durable.” Full transparency is also justified because contracts between businesses and governments, although they take the form of commercial transactions, may also be seen as “tools for public policy and of the ‘public interest.’” Transparency is necessary, moreover, in order to curb corruption, as well as to allow civil society and the media to monitor investor compliance with contract terms.

2. Anti-Corruption Frameworks

This section examines a number of frameworks established by individual governments and intergovernmental entities to specifically combat corruption. In presenting these initiatives, the report seeks to highlight the remaining gaps in guidance concerning the prevention of corruption in land deals specifically.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the lack of incentives for host States to tackle corruption, many of the following instruments or initiatives impose primary responsibility on the home States of investors to address corruption or set out expectations for the private sector.

a. The United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977

Initial legal and policy initiatives to combat corruption date back to the 1970s. The United States took the lead in this regard, when the U.S. Congress enacted the Foreign Corrupt Practice Act (FCPA) in 1977.

The FCPA contains both anti-bribery and accounting provisions. The accounting provisions of the FCPA require issuers to make and keep books, records, and accounts “in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflecting the issuer’s transactions and dispositions of an issuer’s assets.” The FCPA also requires issuers to develop and maintain an internal accounting controls system that sufficiently assures “management’s control, authority, and responsibility over the firm’s assets.” These provisions are of course directly related to combating bribery, since transparent financial records are a means to identify any instance in which funds have been diverted to influence a foreign official.
The FCPA also includes requirements specifically directed at bribery. In particular, it prohibits:

offering to pay, paying, promising to pay, or authorizing the payment of money or anything of value to a foreign official in order to influence any act or decision of the foreign official in his or her official capacity or to secure any other improper advantage in order to obtain or retain business.99

The anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA apply to U.S. persons and businesses and also to any company (whether or not incorporated in the United States) listed on U.S. stock exchanges or required to file periodic reports with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). In regards to these categories, the provisions of the FCPA extend to the company’s officers, directors, employees, agents, and shareholders.100 The FCPA also applies to foreign persons and business entities that do not fall into these categories, but act as such while in U.S. territory.101 Moreover, the FCPA can also be interpreted to cover all global transactions in U.S. dollars.102

The FCPA explicitly prohibits a company from making a corrupt payment to a foreign official through a third party or intermediary.103 Therefore, if a company enlists the services of a local individual or company to buy or lease large-scale land, it will be liable if that third party or intermediary bribes a foreign official to facilitate a favorable deal.104

The FCPA allows two affirmative defenses. The first affirmative defense is the “local law defense” whereby a defendant will escape prosecution if he or she proves that, at the time of the offense, the payment given to the foreign official was legal under the foreign country’s laws and regulations.105 The second affirmative defense is the “reasonable and bona fide expenditures defense” whereby companies may pay a foreign official for reasonable and bona fide travel and accommodation expenses, so long as the expenses relate to “the promotion, demonstration, or explanation of a company’s products or services” or to the “execution or performance of a contract with a foreign government or agency.”106

The FCPA gives enforcement authority to the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and the SEC.107 The DOJ and the SEC brought very few enforcement actions under the FCPA until relatively recently. For example, in 2004, the DOJ and the SEC brought two and three enforcement actions, respectively. Between 2008 and 2013, however, the DOJ and the SEC brought an average of approximately twenty-five and sixteen claims each year, respectively.108 Furthermore, the average rate
for resolving a FCPA enforcement action has grown exponentially. In 2013, for example, the average resolution price, including penalties, fines, prejudgment interest, and disgorgement, was over eighty million USD, representing a four hundred percent increase from 2012.109

Despite this intense increase in the DOJ and the SEC utilizing their enforcement authority under the FCPA, these entities have yet to prosecute companies for bribing foreign officials in return for the lease or the purchase of land on a large scale in a foreign country. An examination of FCPA records conducted for this report found no instance of a prosecution involving a company bribing a foreign official in return for the leasing or the purchasing of land. Considering the DOJ’s and SEC’s increased utilization of the FCPA to curb corruption, however, an enforcement action regarding a large-scale land deal may be an eventuality.

Despite opportunities for addressing corruption in the context of land under the FCPA, utilizing the FCPA faces several limitations. For instance, the FCPA’s transactional-level approach may limit its ability to tackle grand corruption on a more systematic scale. Investigating concrete evidence that bribes have been paid is also a substantial challenge in FCPA enforcement.

Importantly, the FCPA’s definition of a “foreign official” includes both high-level and low-ranking officers and employees of any foreign government “department, agency, or instrumentality.”110 The term “instrumentality” is interpreted to include State-owned and State-controlled entities.111 This requires an examination of the control, status, function, and ownership of the entity concerned in order to determine whether it is sufficiently linked to the State.112 According to the DOJ’s FCPA Resource Guide, a number of facts should be taken into consideration when determining whether a particular entity is an instrumentality of the State, including most notably the following:

1. The foreign State’s control over the entity;
2. The foreign State’s characterization of the entity and its employees;
3. The purpose of the entity’s activities;
4. The power given to the entity to administer designated functions;
5. The foreign State’s financial support to the entity;
6. The services the entity provides to the jurisdiction’s residents;
7. The perception of the entity in terms of carrying out official or governmental functions.”113
While the FCPA relies on a definition of the “foreign official” that is relatively broad, it remains unclear whether the FCPA’s definition of a foreign official would allow the DOJ or the SEC to bring an enforcement action against a company for bribes made to community representatives in order to purchase or lease land owned or managed by the community.

Although it is likely that the definition above covers community representatives, such as village chiefs or councils, who receive a stipend from the government in order to discharge duties similar to those of a mayor, it is less certain that the definition would cover local leaders who are neither State-appointed nor remunerated, even symbolically, by the government and who appear as representatives of their community rather than as delegates of the State within the community concerned. This could limit the FCPA’s enforcement power over companies’ corrupt business practices when acquiring land on a large scale in cases where a community representative is involved (see Box 5).

**Box 5**

“FOREIGN OFFICIALS” UNDER THE FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT

As exposed in 2012 by the Oakland Institute and Greenpeace International, the business practices of SG Sustainable Oil Cameroon, Ltd. (SGSOC)/Herakles Farms provide a stark illustration of a key implementation gap of the FCPA.

SGSOC is the local Cameroonian subsidiary of Herakles Farms, an American company headquartered in New York City. SGSOC sought to lease 73,000 hectares in Cameroon for 99 years to develop a palm oil plantation. According to the Oakland Institute and Greenpeace International, business practices of SGSOC allegedly included field planting before the finalization of the required permits and the lease agreement, illegal land clearing and logging, and bribing community representatives.

Furthermore, the Oakland Institute and Greenpeace International published evidence that Herakles Farms’ employees used cash gifts, bribery, and promises of employment to gain local support. An employee disclosed how envelopes with “huge sums of money” were distributed to local communities because “that’s how you facilitate your way.”

ICAR wrote to (SGSOC)/Herakles Farms in September 2016, asking for comment on these allegations, but did not receive a response. However, in September 2012, the Herakles Farms CEO Bruce Wrobel published an open letter denying illegality in relation to the project. He claimed that the project will create tremendous economic, social, and environmental benefits and that the forests in the project area have been logged and farmed repeatedly and are of little value.
In cases such as these, the DOJ and the SEC would only be able to bring an enforcement action against the company if the recipients of bribes are considered foreign officials. Local community members would not fall under that definition. As to the community chiefs and influential decision-makers, it is debatable whether they can be considered foreign officials under the FCPA’s definition. In order to make such a determination, one would have to conduct a fact-specific inquiry into whether the chiefs and influential decision-makers are considered an “instrumentality” of the foreign government. In the Herakles/SGSOC case, for instance, questions would arise as to whether the chiefs and influential decision-makers:

1. Were controlled by the government of Cameroon;
2. Were given power by the government to administer and/or approve land acquisitions;
3. Received funding from the government;
4. Had a government-type relationship with the residents in terms of their services; and
5. Were perceived by the community as permitted to carry out governmental functions.

If the FCPA is to be used as a tool for prosecuting companies for corrupt practices when leasing or buying land in foreign countries, greater clarity is needed regarding the scope of the term “foreign official.” This clarity is especially needed in regards to large-scale land acquisitions in sub-Saharan Africa, where ninety percent of the region’s land is administered under customary forms of tenure, making the involvement of community representatives in corrupt land acquisitions more likely. Indeed, it was stated during a May 2015 USAID’s online panel discussion that the international community needs to better take into account the fact that much of the land in rural areas in Africa is held under customary forms of tenure, which may encourage more decentralized forms of corruption. As it stands, this issue is poorly addressed, if at all, under existing anti-corruption regulatory frameworks.

The FCPA presents another limitation when applied to land deals. This limitation relates to situations where a company benefits from improper behavior by foreign public officials but has not itself rewarded such behavior. Such “beneficiary complicity” is not included in the FCPA. Yet, it is often in the relationships between governmental authorities and local authorities or communities that irregularities occur, even before the investor enters the picture. In numerous countries with a high prevalence of foreign investment in large-scale land, it is unlawful for companies to buy or lease land directly from local communities. Instead, the company must buy or lease land directly from the government.
Tanzania again provides an illustration. Tanzania’s Village Land Act of 1999 restricts the possibilities for foreigners to own or lease village land to situations that are deemed to be in the public interest, which can include domestic investment. Before a foreigner can buy or lease village land, however, he or she must first be allocated to the Tanzanian Investment Center, which converts village land into general land and then grants foreigners derivative rights. The Act further requires villagers to receive complete and just compensation before their village land is converted into general land. The earmarking of the land suited for foreign investment is done through the “Tanzanian Land Bank Scheme,” established by Tanzania’s 1997 Investment Act. The Land Bank Scheme brokers the land concerned to foreigners through the Tanzanian Investment Center (TIC).

Thus, in the case of Tanzania, the use of the FCPA will depend on whether corrupt practices have occurred during the demarcation process or during the conversion of village land into general land. A company could be prosecuted under the FCPA, for example, if it first identified suitable village land and then bribed a foreign official to convert it into general land. This would include a scenario where bribed officials from an institution such as the TIC would attempt to improperly influence the drawing up of “Village Land Use Plans,” which is the first step towards the demarcation of land suitable for leases to foreign investors.

However, purely intra-governmental corruption would fall outside the provisions of the FCPA. If the TIC were to seek to influence village-level decisions by resorting to bribery, the investor could not be prosecuted on that basis under the FCPA, despite the fact that the investor may have benefited from such a corrupt practice and may even be aware of it. This is one reason why a due diligence obligation imposed on the investor to seek information as to the conditions under which the land was acquired should be seen as an essential complement to regulatory frameworks such as the FCPA. This point will be explored further in Section IV of this report.

A final limitation in applying the FCPA to instances of corruption in large-scale land deals is that the FCPA may not be able to address the parent company’s responsibility for the conduct of its subsidiaries. As evidenced by the Herakles Farms/SGSOC case example in Box 5 above, it is not uncommon for a parent company’s local subsidiary to carry out land deals. In such a circumstance, however, the parent company is only liable under the FCPA if it “participated sufficiently” in the corrupt action(s). This requires evidence that the parent company either directed the subsidiary in its corrupt action(s) or somehow directly participated in the
b. The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention

Building in part on the experience gained in the United States with the FCPA, OECD Member States reached agreement in December 1997 on the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials.

The Convention, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, was adopted in December 1997. It requires parties to implement laws criminalizing the bribery of foreign public officials. The OECD Convention has been ratified by 41 states as of 2023, including the United States.

The OECD Convention has several key provisions:

- It criminalizes the bribery of foreign public officials.
- States are required to adopt and implement adequate measures to criminalize the bribery of foreign public officials.
- States must ensure that foreign officials who are subjected to bribery are afforded adequate protection.
- States must also ensure that the convictions of foreign officials for acts of bribery committed abroad are recognized and enforced.

The OECD Convention is one of the few international anti-bribery instruments that have been widely ratified. It is seen as a significant step forward in the fight against corruption, particularly in countries with significant foreign investments and business operations.

The Convention has been widely praised for its strong provisions and the high level of commitment it has generated among its signatories. However, some critics argue that more needs to be done to ensure that the Convention is effectively implemented and enforced.

The OECD Convention has also been criticized for its lack of enforcement mechanisms, particularly in cases where there is no host country for the bribery. The Convention has no mechanisms to compel states to take action against foreign officials who have been bribed.

Despite these challenges, the OECD Convention has been an important step in the fight against corruption and has been widely praised for its role in promoting transparency and accountability in international business.
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in International Business Transactions.140 This OECD Anti-Bribery Convention entered into force in 1999. It currently has forty-one parties—the thirty-seven OECD Member States and seven non-OECD countries (Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Latvia, Russia, and South Africa).141

The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention defines corruption as “intentionally to offer, promise, or give any undue pecuniary or other advantage, whether directly or through intermediaries, to a foreign public official, for that official or for a third party, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in relation to the performance of official duties, in order to obtain or retain business or other improper advantage in the conduct of international business.”142 The Convention therefore only addresses active bribery, which is directly committed by the person who promises or gives the bribe.143 Moreover, the Convention only refers to the bribery of foreign public officials and does not address business-to-business bribery.144

The Commentaries to the Convention refer to the same “local law” defense as the FCPA whereby payment or the provision of another advantage shall not be considered corruption if “the advantage was permitted or required by the written law or regulation of the foreign public official’s country, including case law.”145

In addition, small “facilitation payments” made “to induce public officials to perform their functions, such as issuing licenses or permits” are not to be considered as corruption under the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.146 The Commentaries note in this regard that, while such payments are generally illegal in the foreign country concerned, in countries that still allow for such payments, this practice should be addressed “by such means as support for programmes of good governance.” The Commentaries also state that “criminalisation by other countries does not seem a practical or effective complementary action.”147

This distinction between “corruption” and “facilitation payments” is not based on the amounts concerned, but rather on the fact that “corruption” leads the foreign public official to perform an act, or to refrain from acting, in violation of that official’s duties. In contrast, “facilitation payments” aim to encourage the public official to perform his or her functions. Nevertheless, recognizing that even small facilitation payments have a “corrosive effect, . . . particularly on sustainable economic development and the rule of law,” the 2009 Recommendation for Further Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions encourages State Parties to “periodically review their policies and approach on small facilitation payments in order to effectively combat the phenomenon.”148 It also calls on State Parties to “encourage companies to
prohibit or discourage the use of small facilitation payments in internal company controls, ethics, and compliance programmes or measures, recognising that such payments are generally illegal in the countries where they are made, and must in all cases be accurately accounted for in such companies’ books and financial records.”

Indeed, in land governance, such facilitation payments can have a serious and problematic effect due to the distortion they introduce. For instance, in certification or “titling” processes, such payments give a premium to those with the means to accelerate administrative procedures. As a result, there is a very thin line between facilitation payments and corruption. Where certification is “facilitated” by a small sum being paid to an official as a reward for his or her diligence, for instance, this could incentivize that official to bypass certain procedures.

Regardless, State Parties to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention commit to defining corruption or complicity in corruption as a criminal offence, punishable by “effective, proportionate, and dissuasive criminal penalties.” Moreover, the State Parties are expected to establish their jurisdiction “when the offence is committed in whole or in part in [their] territory.” The State Parties who have jurisdiction to prosecute their nationals for offences committed abroad are expected to exercise such jurisdiction in regard to corruption. The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention also explicitly provides that, in addition to individuals, legal persons (including corporations) should be liable for corruption. It recognizes, however, that not all State Parties accept the criminal liability of legal persons. Therefore, non-criminal sanctions could be applied to legal persons, provided such sanctions are “effective, proportionate, and dissuasive.”

Much like the FCPA, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention defines “foreign public official” as “any person holding a legislative, administrative, or judicial office of a foreign country, whether appointed or elected.” The Commentaries acknowledge that, in some cases, individuals may hold public authority even if not formally appointed or elected to that effect: “Such persons, through their de facto performance of a public function, may, under the legal principles of some countries, be considered to be foreign public officials.”

However, the implementation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention is uneven across countries. According to Transparency International, four countries have achieved “active enforcement,” namely the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Switzerland. Transparency International defines “active enforcement” as a country investigating foreign bribery offenses, investigations reaching the courts, relevant
authorities pressing charges, courts handing out convictions for ordinary and substantial cases, and offenders being significantly sanctioned.¹⁵⁶

Five other countries (Italy, Canada, Australia, Austria, and Finland) have achieved “moderate enforcement.”¹⁵⁷ Transparency International defines “moderate enforcement” as a country that is making progress, but still insufficient in terms of implementing and enforcing anti-bribery legislation.¹⁵⁸

On the other hand, twenty-two countries have had “little or no enforcement” of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention,¹⁵⁹ while eight countries have had “limited enforcement.”¹⁶⁰ Transparency International defines “little or no enforcement” as having “no deterrence” in terms of implementing or enforcing anti-corruption legislation.¹⁶¹ “Limited enforcement” refers to countries that “indicate progress” but still have “insufficient deterrence” in terms of implementing and enforcing anti-corruption legislation.¹⁶²

Despite these limitations and uneven willingness of State Parties to invest efforts in implementation and enforcement, the impacts of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention have been significant. Between its entry into force in 1999 and June 2014, 427 corruption cases have been reported against 263 individuals and 164 companies.¹⁶³

The most affected sector is the extractive industry, accounting for nineteen percent of the cases reported. In contrast, only four percent of the reported cases have been in the agriculture, fisheries, and forestry sectors, where the value of the bribe as a proportion of the total value of the transaction was significantly lower.¹⁶⁴

However, such data should be treated with caution, as only recently, after 2008, has land become a highly valued asset. Moreover, this data refers only to cases that were both reported and completed by June 2014, meaning that cases of corruption that remain undetected or that are still pending are not included.

c. The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

Although the 1997 Anti-Bribery Convention is the most important achievement of the OECD in the fight against corruption, the OECD’s contribution to this issue predates the adoption of that instrument. The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, initially adopted in 1976 and revised a number of times since then (most recently in
2011), include a chapter on “Combating Bribery, Bribe Solicitation, and Extortion” (Chapter VII). This chapter states that “[e]nterprises should not, directly or indirectly, offer, promise, give, or demand a bribe or other undue advantage to obtain or retain business or other improper advantage.”

The OECD Guidelines are a particularly interesting instrument for two reasons. First, they unequivocally express an expectation that a company shall use its leverage to influence business partners, organizations in its supply chain, and other State or non-State actors linked to its business operations or products to prevent or mitigate negative human rights impacts. In practice, this means that, if a purchaser wields power over a supplier, perhaps because it buys a significant percentage of the supplier’s goods or otherwise extends important benefits to the supplier, the purchaser must pressure the supplier to respect human rights and lessen destructive impacts wherever possible.

Second, the OECD Guidelines are particularly relevant to the issue of “tainted lands” because of the role that National Contact Points (NCPs) can play in ensuring the OECD Guidelines are taken into account in business practices and operations. All States that have joined the OECD Guidelines are expected to establish a NCP to ensure the promotion, implementation, and follow-up of the Guidelines. Under the NCP mechanism, interested parties (including individuals, but also non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or unions) can lodge complaints (called “specific instances”) against multinational companies that have committed or condoned human rights violations along their supply chain. Land conflicts that break out between communities and foreign investors, or even between communities and local businesses that supply to multinational corporations, may lead to such a “specific instance” being filed.

Once a complaint has been received and found to be admissible, the NCP plays the role of a neutral mediator, aiming for a resolution of the dispute to the satisfaction of both parties. In the event of such a resolution, the NCP publishes a report that describes the content of the agreement, unless the parties request that it be treated as confidential. If no resolution is reached, the NCP may conclude the procedure by making a public statement that describes the facts alleged to be in violation of the OECD Guidelines. This public statement may also include recommendations to the parties. The whole “specific instance” process usually takes between six months and a year, although this is uneven across NCPs.
Notably, the NCP is not a judicial (or even quasi-judicial) mechanism. It has neither the power to force the discovery of evidence nor adopt a binding decision or directly take punitive measures against a company. The fear of adverse publicity involved in specific instances, however, may constitute a strong incentive for the company concerned to cooperate in the search for an amicable solution to the dispute.

However, NCP mechanisms overall have been criticized for their lack of effectiveness in delivering access to remedy for victims of corporate misconduct.170

---

**THE U.S. NATIONAL CONTACT POINT (NCP) FOR THE OECD GUIDELINES**

In June 2013, the Center for Environment and Development (CED) and the Network to Fight Against Hunger (RELUFA) submitted a “specific instance” to the U.S. NCP regarding SGSOC/Herakles Farms’ conduct in Cameroon between 2009 and 2013 (see Box 5). They alleged that SGSOC/Herakles Farms acted in violation of the Chapter VII “Combating Bribery” provisions of the OECD Guidelines. More specifically, they claimed that the company carried out acts of intimidation, as well as bribery of community leaders, government officials, and local citizens, in order to acquire land for their business operations.

The CED and RELUFA demanded that the company publicly address these allegations and implement policies and procedures that require regular consultation with affected community members. SGSOC/Herakles Farms responded by denying the allegations and asserting that its conduct was already in conformity with international guidelines.171

Despite the company’s denial of these allegations, the U.S. NCP decided the case “merited further examination” and offered confidential mediation services.172 On 28 July 2015, the U.S. NCP announced that it had achieved a successful mediation between all parties. The company agreed “to receive a written request from the [CED and RELUFA] within one month of the signing of the agreement” to investigate credible and past corruption allegations. The company also agreed to give a “written response back to the NGOs within three months of receipt of the request.”173 The parties did not agree on what specific cases should be investigated, but they did agree to meet again after the company’s first investigative report to the CED and RELUFA.174 At the time of this report, no further updates were publicly available as to the fulfillment of these commitments.

However, NCPs are not always able to obtain even this relatively modest outcome. Where cooperation breaks down between the parties, the NCP may have no choice but to conclude the case by a public statement based on its assessment as to whether or not the OECD Guidelines were breached.

As detailed in Chapter III, Section 2a of this report, ICAR wrote to (SGSOC)/Herakles Farms in September 2016, asking for comments on these allegations, but did not receive a response.
Importantly, the OECD Guidelines interpret the concept of “public official” more broadly than the FCPA and the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. Chapter VII of the Guidelines state that companies should not “offer, promise, or give undue pecuniary or other advantage to public officials or the employees of business partners” (emphasis added). At the very least, this suggests that company-to-company bribery is covered by the Guidelines.

d. The United Nations Convention Against Corruption of 2003

In October 2003, the UN General Assembly adopted the UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC), which entered into force in December 2005. To date, 175 countries have ratified the UNCAC, which means its global reach is considerably greater than the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. The UNCAC requires State Parties to criminalize the following:

1. Giving an undue advantage to a national, international, or foreign public official (“active bribery”);
2. The acceptance of an undue advantage from a national public official (“passive bribery”);
3. Embezzlement of public funds;
4. Obstruction of justice; and
5. Concealment, conversion, or transfer of criminal proceeds.

The UNCAC also encourages State Parties to criminalize the following:

1. Acceptance of bribes from international and foreign public officials (“passive bribery”);
2. Trading in influence;
3. Abuse of functions;
4. Illicit enrichment;
5. Bribery and embezzlement in the private sector; and
6. Concealment of illicit assets.

Importantly, the UNCAC requires international cooperation between relevant State Parties in all criminal prosecutions, although such cooperation is only suggested when the complaint is civil or administrative. In addition, the UNCAC provides the right to asset recovery and a framework for countries to modify their laws “in order to facilitate tracing, freezing, forfeiting, and returning funds obtained through corrupt activities.”
The UNCAC has a comprehensive review process, which proceeds in three phases:

1. Each country conducts a self-assessment report, which requires completion of a checklist;
2. Experts evaluate the self-assessment report from two review countries and conduct a country visit, if requested; and
3. Reviewers (two peer governments supported by the UN Office of Drugs and Crime) produce a final country review report, which is “finalized in agreement with the country under review.”

However, no formal follow-up process has been created to ensure that countries respond to recommendations made in the country reports. Furthermore, as of September 2013, only 14.9 percent (26 out of 175) of the countries that have ratified the UNCAC had completed self-assessment reports, and only 9.7 percent (17 out of 175) countries have completed country review reports.

Whether the UNCAC may effectively contribute to combating corruption in land deals will, to a certain extent, depend on how it is interpreted in the future. The research conducted for this report only uncovered one UNCAC case involving the corrupt administration of land. In that case, which concerned the Ukraine, a criminal prosecution took place against a deputy mayor who was accused of soliciting and accepting a bribe totaling 500,000 USD in return for a decision regarding a land plot allocation.

Similar to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, the UNCAC provides a relatively broad definition of “foreign public official”:

1. A person holding an elected or appointed legislative, administrative, executive, or judicial office of a foreign country; or
2. A person that exercises a public function for a foreign country, which can include a public enterprise or public agency.

The UNCAC’s review process has failed to provide greater clarity regarding what the term “public official” means. Moreover, countries have also been given inconsistent recommendations in UN country reports in terms of how to define “public official.” For example, a recommendation was given to Bangladesh “to extend the definition of public servant,” while, in contrast, a recommendation was given to Morocco to “criminalize specifically and distinctly bribery of foreign public...”
Such ambiguities may restrict the effectiveness of the UNCAC, as State Parties may be tempted to define “public official” narrowly. This is especially a concern regarding the fight against corruption in large-scale land transactions since various actors could potentially be the recipients of bribes from companies in return for the leasing or purchasing of land, including national- and local-level public officials.

e. The United Kingdom’s 2010 Bribery Act

The UK Bribery Act was enacted in April 2010, and its enforcement is in the hands of the UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO). The Act applies to any act or omission that takes place within the United Kingdom and forms part of the offence of bribery as defined by the Act, as well as to acts or omissions by any person who has a close connection to the United Kingdom. This includes both UK nationals and persons who are ordinarily residents of the country, as well as organizations that were either established in the United Kingdom or those that conduct at least some part of their business in the United Kingdom.

Section 1 of the Act prohibits a person from offering, promising, or giving a “financial or other advantage to another person” in two main scenarios. The first scenario is when a person “intends the advantage to bring about the improper performance by another person of a relevant function or activity or to reward such improper performance.” The second scenario is when a person “knows or believes that the acceptance of the advantage offered, promised, or given in itself constitutes the improper performance of a relevant function or activity,” a form of bribery referred to as “active bribery.”

According to the UK Ministry of Justice, “improper performance” in this context is equivalent to a person breaching an expectation to act “in good faith, impartially, or in accordance with a position of trust.” The test for determining “improper performance” is based on the expectation of a reasonable person in the United Kingdom. As such, no exception is given for local custom or practice in a foreign country. However, an exception is given if the “improper performance” is “permitted or required” by the foreign country’s written law. Section 2 extends this scope to “passive bribery,” which includes “the requesting, agreeing to receive, or accepting of a bribe.”

Section 6 creates a stand-alone offense for when a person “offers, promises or gives a financial or other advantage to a foreign public official with the intention of influencing the official in the performance of his or her official functions.”
According to the UK Ministry of Justice, a “foreign public official” includes the following:

1. Officials (either elected or appointed) in an administrative, judicial, or legislative position outside of the United Kingdom;
2. Persons that “perform public functions in any branch of the national, local, or municipal government”;
3. Persons who “exercise a public function for a public entity or public enterprise”; and
4. Persons who are officials or agents of public international organizations.

Section 6 does not require proof of intent to improperly perform. Indeed, it is considered impractical or extremely difficult to determine the precise functions of foreign public officials. Furthermore, obtaining such evidence would rely on government cooperation, which is rare considering that foreign public officials serve governments. Similar to Section 1, Section 6 also requires prosecutors to prove that the foreign public official was not “permitted or required to be influenced by” the advantage under the State’s written law.

Section 7 establishes an offense if a “person associated” with a “relevant commercial organization” bribes another person “intending to obtain or retain business or an advantage” in conducting business. The standard for whether a corporation is a “relevant commercial organization” is to determine whether it “carries on business” in the United Kingdom, including a commercial organization that was either incorporated in the United Kingdom or “carries on a business or part of a business” in the United Kingdom.

In addition to the provision of the Act that allows it to reach a “person associated” with the company concerned (see Box 8), there are significant differences between the FCPA and the UK Bribery Act. A first notable difference concerns the recipient. Unlike the FCPA, which stipulates that a bribe must be paid or offered to a “foreign official,” the UK Bribery Act’s scope extends to any person. However, the Act creates a specific offense against the paying or offering of a bribe to a foreign public official and lowers the requirements to prove such an offense by not requiring evidence of intent to perform improperly.
Another difference between the two instruments is that, whereas the FCPA only applies to bribes paid or offered to a foreign official (“active bribery”), the UK Anti-Bribery Act provides offenses for paying or offering to pay a bribe, as well as for receiving or agreeing to receive a bribe (referred to as “passive bribery”). Because of its broader scope, the UK Anti-Bribery Act could make it a more appropriate tool if examples of corrupt large-scale land deals are discovered where potential investors received bribes as a means to induce them to lease or to buy large-scale land.
Although no examples of such instances were found in the research conducted for this report, this scenario is not farfetched. Many Global South countries’ development plans center around attracting foreign investment, including in land. Moreover, local public officials in a position to facilitate land deals may wish to seize the opportunity of being in such a position to propose “easy deals” to foreign investors. They may also approach potential investors in the hope of capturing part of the benefits associated with the selling off of land, even if this occurs at the expense of local land users.

An additional difference is that Section 6 of the UK Anti-Bribery Act does not provide an affirmative defense for the payment of bona fide hospitality and promotional expenses, while the FCPA does. However, the UK Ministry of Justice also makes it clear that it has no intention of criminalizing the payment of reasonable and proportional hospitality and promotional expenses, as such payments are an “established and important part of doing business.” Consequently, certain payments to foreign officials such as travel and accommodation costs may not amount to a bribe, as long as they are not considered to be a “financial or other advantage.” For example, it is highly unlikely that hospitality and promotional expenses will raise suspicion if they are “reasonable and proportional norms for the particular industry.”

Moreover, the UK Anti-Bribery Act does not provide an exception for “facilitation payments,” defined as “small bribes to facilitate Government action.” As such, an investor could potentially face liability under the Act for any facilitation payment that is given with “an intention to induce improper conduct.” The UK government made this choice in line with a 2009 request by the OECD that Member States prohibit or prevent companies from paying facilitation payments, as these are proven to have detrimental effects. The OECD’s view is that, by permitting facilitation payments or small bribes while prohibiting large bribes, countries “create artificial distinctions” that confuse corporate anti-bribery procedures and that run counter to the promotion of a global culture against corporate bribery.

The UK Anti-Bribery Act does not include such detailed accounting provisions as the FCPA. However, Section 7 does provide commercial organizations with a full defense against active bribery if it has “adequate procedures in place” to prevent bribery. The UK government describes such “adequate procedures” as those that follow six key principles:

1. Anti-bribery procedures are proportionate to the bribery risks the commercial organization faces, as well as to the scale, nature, and complexity of the commercial organization’s activities.
2. The commercial organization’s top-level management is committed to preventing bribery and to fostering zero-tolerance for bribery culture;\textsuperscript{237}

3. The commercial organization conducts a risk assessment regarding its external and internal risk of bribery occurring by persons associated with it, and the assessment is “periodic, informed and documented;”\textsuperscript{238}

4. The commercial organization follows due diligence procedures regarding “persons who perform or will perform services for or on behalf of the organization” to mitigate bribery risks;\textsuperscript{239}

5. The commercial organization provides internal and external communication and training on its anti-bribery policies and procedures to ensure that they are understood throughout the organization;\textsuperscript{240} and

6. The commercial organization monitors and reviews its anti-bribery procedures and makes improvements when needed.\textsuperscript{241}

The UK Anti-Bribery Act has been described as an especially strong piece of anti-bribery legislation. Yet, organizations like Transparency International are hesitant to describe it as exemplary.\textsuperscript{242} They note that there have been minimal prosecutions under the Act and that any prosecutions that were launched have only included instances of bribery paid within the United Kingdom, as opposed to the “big corporate cases” that were expected.\textsuperscript{243}

To justify the Act’s minimal enforcement, some argue that it is still relatively new and that the delay in prosecutions is a result of the fact that instances of corporate corruption are still in the process of being revealed and investigated.\textsuperscript{244} With that said, the SFO (the Act’s enforcement authority) has had its budget slashed in half since the Act was passed, which causes many to question whether the Act “is really backed by political will.”\textsuperscript{245}

Research conducted for this report did not reveal any examples of prosecutions against companies for bribes paid or received in return for the leasing or the purchasing of large-scale land in foreign countries. However, the UK Anti-Bribery Act is generally more robust than the FCPA, and the SFO’s first conviction under the Act, which occurred in December 2014, involved a strong land element.\textsuperscript{246} In that case, employees of the Sustainable Growth Group (SGG) and its subsidiaries—Sustainable AgroEnergy (SAE) and Sustainable Wealth (UK) Investments (SWI)—were convicted of conspiracy to commit fraud, conspiracy to furnish false information, and fraudulent trading for deliberately misleading UK investors to believe that they owned land in Cambodia, that the land was
planted with jatropha trees, and that the companies had insurance in case the jatropha crops failed.247 Such a case suggests that the SFO is aware of the high prevalence of corruption surrounding the administration of land.

ICAR attempted to contact Sustainable Growth Group (SGG) with regards to the allegations outlined above. However, the company and all of its subsidiaries involved in the SFO case appear to have been liquidated.

Despite minimal prosecutions and uncertainty surrounding future enforcement, the UK Anti-Bribery Act provides an incentive for companies to adopt robust anti-corruption policies in order to be protected from prosecution. One example is Illovo Sugar Limited—a subsidiary of Associated British Foods—which owns approximately 71,000 hectares of sugar cane-producing land in Africa248 and which had been accused of involvement in several illegal large-scale land acquisitions.249 In June 2011, Illovo implemented its Group Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy, which applies to both its subsidiaries and “joint ventures in which Illovo has an interest.”250 In March 2014, Illovo also implemented its Group Guidelines on Land and Land Rights,251 which endorses the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the UN Global Compact.252

When ICAR wrote to Illovo in September 2016, the company responded to deny any involvement in illegal land acquisitions.
In 2013, the Oakland Institute and the Pacific Network on Globalisation released a report detailing the allegedly corrupt and fraudulent business practices of logging company Independent Timbers and Stevedoring Limited (IT&S) in Papua New Guinea (PNG). According to the report, IT&S agreed in 2011 to build a highway in the Western Province of PNG in exchange for harvesting logs along the highway corridor. Although the company only received consent from local landowners to develop a 2,400-hectare highway corridor, it ultimately signed a 99-year lease agreement with the PNG government for 2,043,097 hectares. The agreement was in the form of a Special Agricultural and Business Lease (SABL), which is a “lease-leaseback scheme” that foreign companies commonly use to acquire land in PNG.

According to the Oakland Institute report, investigations into this land deal—including those carried out by the PNG Commission of Inquiry into SABLs—discovered numerous indications that the acquisition was tainted by fraud and corruption and that IT&S circumvented PNG laws and procedures governing SABLs. For example, Greenpeace Australia Pacific found in 2012 that “the leases were based on counterfeit land registration” and that other official documents were fraudulent. According to the Oakland Institute report, one landowner reported to the Commission of Inquiry in 2012 that his signature was falsified on an official document, while a Provincial Land Officer reported to Radio Australia in 2012 that he was misinformed regarding what he was signing.

The Oakland Institute report also alleged that IT&S funded “travel and allowances for government officials” and that the company conducted all land investigations without the involvement of the government. According to the report, a district land officer told the Commission of Inquiry in 2011 that he signed a Land Investigation Report (LIR) after being asked by agents of IT&S; however, he never actually conducted the land investigation.

The lack of government involvement in the land investigations is problematic because IT&S had an inherent interest in ensuring that the investigations did not interfere with its planned business operations. The Oakland Institute report also alleged that IT&S did not properly consult with local landowners, comply with legal requirements governing land investigations and environmental impact assessments, or obtain necessary permits and certificates and other legal permission to “operate within the SABLs.”

In September 2016, ICAR contacted IT&S, requesting the company’s response to the allegations described above. At the time of publishing this report, no response had been received. However, in 2014, the company stated that it remained committed to the customary landowners through the course of the project.

This case demonstrates some of the characteristics of how companies operating in PNG typically acquire land. For example, the Commission of Inquiry revealed how “the majority of leases [in PNG between 2003 and 2012] were granted under threat, intimidation, and bribery, and/or without the free, prior, and informed consent of landowners.” In 2013, the Minister of the Lands Department also launched an investigation into “all land deals alleged to have been fraudulently acquired or sold,” which had apparently become the “culture among certain officers within the [Land] Department.”

Furthermore, PNG’s Vision 2050, which details the government’s development policy, states that corruption is the biggest obstacle in terms of whether Vision 2050 will be successful.
3. Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives

In the search for solutions to effectively combat corruption and its accelerating impact on communities affected by large-scale land deals, inspiration may be sought in a number of existing multi-stakeholder initiatives.

a. The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative

The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) is a result of the Publish What You Pay (PWYP) campaign, bringing together a large number of NGOs working toward the improvement of transparency in natural resources exploitation.

EITI was launched in 2003 as a means to ensure that revenue from the exploitation of oil, gas, and minerals would be used for the benefit of the population, rather than pocketed by those in power, and that opportunities for corruption would be reduced as a result of ensuring the full transparency of revenue flows.

In EITI participating countries (currently fifty-one), companies publish what they pay to governments and governments disclose the payments they receive. An independent administrator then reconciles the figures whenever discrepancies occur. A multi-stakeholder group (MSG)—including representatives from the government, industry, and civil society—is then established in each country to monitor the process. In some countries, the transparency requirements of EITI and the monitoring of the process are stipulated in legislation.

In its current form, EITI applies only to the revenue flows between oil, gas, and mining companies and the governments of the countries where they operate. Additionally, the EITI applies to the government’s use of revenue that accrues from the exploitation of mineral resources.

There is no reason in principle not to extend the EITI mechanism to agricultural investment. Indeed, the MSGs established at country level may already choose to extend their work beyond the extractive industries, for instance to timber, fisheries, or investments in land. One such example is Liberia, which has chosen to extend coverage to the forestry and agricultural sectors. Furthering this trend, the World Bank floated a proposal for an EITI-inspired process to improve transparency in agricultural investments when it presented its Rising Global Interest in Farmland report in 2011.
If an “EITI-plus” initiative was to be adopted to enhance transparency in land investments, it would ideally need to build on existing initiatives to improve land governance that already have strong political backing, such as the VGGT and the African Union’s 2009 Framework and Guidelines on Land Policy. It would also have to be combined with incentives for States to adhere to the initiative, such as States benefiting from capacity-building support.²⁶⁸

Whether an “EITI-plus” thus conceived would be effective is of course another matter. Investments in the extractive industry are highly centralized. They involve a limited number of players (only a handful of firms possess the technology allowing them to exploit, for instance, oilfields or asbestos mines), and they require high levels of initial investment. Moreover, the royalties received by governments typically represent a significant part of the public budget of the countries concerned. Under such conditions, monitoring the flow of revenues is relatively easy, and governments in principle have an interest in ensuring full transparency. Because agricultural investments are much more decentralized and have much less weight in the public budgets, a new EITI mechanism (or, as is already seen to some extent, the extension of the current EITI to agricultural investment) may be of limited effectiveness as the incentives discussed above are simply less well-aligned with the objectives pursued.

The publication of the contracts concluded between investors and the government or competent public authorities is another means to ensure transparency and accountability in the use of revenues. However, when it comes to large-scale land deals, revenue transparency may not be the primary form of information needing to be disclosed to local communities and the general public as a whole. Instead, the disclosure of contracts would be a much more valuable transparency step in combating corruption in land deals.²⁶⁹

Although secrecy remains the rule, the law in certain countries obliges such contracts to be made public.²⁷⁰ Such is the case in Liberia, where the government has passed legislation to compel the publication of contracts, and all contracts for concessions in the extractives sector are published on the Liberian EITI’s website.²⁷¹ However, many other countries, such as Cameroon, only publish one-page summaries of these contracts, leaving the primary contracts unpublished.²⁷² Sometimes, as recommended by the VGGT, the contracts must also be approved by a parliamentary procedure, allowing parliamentarians from all political parties, as well as civil society, to inquire about the destination of the funds.²⁷³
b. The Open Government Partnership

Launched in 2011, the Open Government Partnership (OGP) is another major multi-stakeholder initiative relevant to the issues of corruption in land deals. Governmental representatives and civil society organizations jointly manage the OGP. It aims to support reforms toward governments becoming more open, transparent, and accountable.

Participating governments are expected to adopt an OGP National Action Plan, the implementation of which is monitored through an Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM). Every two years, the IRM produces a progress report for each participating country that assesses the development and implementation of each country’s OGP National Action Plan, highlights progress achieved in fulfilling open government principles, and puts forth technical recommendations for improvements. To date, sixty-nine countries have joined the OGP, mostly from the Americas and Western Europe.

The expansion of the OGP in Asia and Africa could significantly contribute to the reduction of corruption risks in land deals. Of particular importance in this regard are two of the “minimum eligibility” principles listed by the OGP:

1. The existence of an access to information law guaranteeing the public’s right to information and access to government data; and
2. The public disclosure of income and assets for elected and senior public officials.

As noted by the OGP, such guarantees “are essential to anti-corruption and open, accountable government.” However, the requirement that public officials disclose their revenues and assets both prior and following their term(s) in office shall only be truly effective if extended to family members. Corrupt officials may otherwise be tempted to list their interests and holdings under the names of family members in order to circumvent anti-corruption requirements.
IV. THE WAY FORWARD

Despite a range of initiatives intended to monitor and regulate large-scale investments in land, and growing awareness about the role of corruption in facilitating land transactions, the phenomenon continues hardly unabated. The human rights impacts on rural communities are considerable. More must and can be done.

In order to effectively address the human rights implications of “tainted lands,” further measures must be taken by four major categories of actors. This Section addresses in turn initiatives that should be expected from:

1. Investing companies;
2. Banks and other financial institutions;
3. Governments of host countries (where the investment is being made); and
4. Governments of investors’ home countries (where the investor is domiciled or incorporated), in instances of transnational land acquisitions involving foreign investors.

A summary of the key recommendations for each of these four actors is included at the beginning of the relevant section.

1. The Responsibilities of Investing Companies

While guidance to investing companies in relation to land, human rights, and corruption takes many forms, this report prioritizes the following recommendations in the areas of human rights due diligence, disclosure of contract terms and operational transparency, whistleblower protection, and FPIC implementation.

Summary of Key Recommendations for Investing Companies

A process to seek the free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) of all affected communities, including indigenous peoples, should be undertaken by investing companies at all stages of operations. Where FPIC at the pre-investment stage leads to a decision by community members for the project not to proceed, the investment plans should be immediately abandoned. Should the project go ahead with FPIC from affected communities, FPIC processes should continue throughout the course of the project’s lifespan, as well as during the post-project period.

Investing companies should take human rights due diligence measures to ensure that their subsidiaries (or the companies with which they are linked through an investment nexus) or their business partners (including suppliers, franchisees, and sub-contractors) do not resort to corruption in the process of obtaining land.
Due diligence should be exercised in five key ways:

1. A prohibition on corruption and a reference to human rights, including the right to not be deprived of one's means of livelihood as a result of being evicted from land, should be inserted systematically in any contract that establishes a long-term, ongoing relationship between an enterprise and a business partner. The contractual provisions should not only impose on both parties that they refrain from corruption themselves, but also that they ensure that their subsidiaries, subcontractors, agents, or any other third parties under their control or determining influence do not rely on corruption.

2. Second, business enterprises should identify general areas where the risk of adverse human rights impacts is most salient (based on scale, scope, and possibility to remedy) and prioritize these for systematic human rights due diligence measures. If, however, due diligence reveals that corruption in a country’s land sector is unavoidable, the company should not proceed with the investment.278

3. Third, an investing company should develop and adopt adequate internal controls, ethics and compliance programs, and measures for preventing and detecting both bribery and grand corruption. These measures should be developed on the basis of a risk assessment addressing the individual circumstances of an enterprise, in particular the corruption risks facing the enterprise (such as its geographical and industrial sector of operation).

4. Fourth, these risks should be regularly monitored and re-assessed as necessary to ensure the enterprise’s internal controls, ethics and compliance programs, and measures are adapted and continue to be effective in mitigating the risk of the enterprise becoming complicit in corruption.

5. Fifth, strongly articulated and visible support and commitment to due diligence should come from senior management, with one or more senior corporate officers exercising independent oversight of human rights due diligence measures regarding corruption.

In terms of disclosure of contract terms and operational transparency, investing companies should focus their reporting on “salient human rights issues,” which are defined as those with “the most severe potential negative impacts on human rights.”279 Whether negative impacts are considered severe or not is measured by their scale, scope, and possibility to remedy. Moreover, investors should:

1. “[R]efrain from seeking or accepting exemptions not contemplated in the statutory or regulatory framework related to human rights, environment, health, safety, labour, taxation, or other issues,”280 as such exemptions outside of the statutory or regulatory framework typically will depend on the goodwill of individual public officials who may be tempted to use their position as a source of pecuniary gain;
2. “[U]se objectively assessed values, transparent, and decentralised processes and services, and a right to appeal, to prevent corruption with regard to tenure rights, in particular the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities holding customary tenure rights;” [281] and

3. Disclose contract terms relating to large scale land leasing or acquisition, ensuring that, at the very minimum, basic information about the project (including contract term, size of land, purpose of investment, impact assessments, mitigation plans, and local employment and infrastructure commitments) is made available and accessible to potentially affected communities.

Investing companies should have in place strong whistleblower protections to ensure that there are no reprisals against whistleblowers for coming forward. This will, in turn, make a company’s due diligence more effective, as individuals with relevant information may feel safer coming forward. This will “enable the company to elicit early, bona fide information of misconduct that could potentially save the company from both the risk of corruption and the costs involved in exposure and sanctioning.” [282]

**a. Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) Implementation**

For indigenous communities, a clear standard of FPIC has been articulated in international conventions and investment standards. Article 32 of the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides that:

> States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources. [283]

Although the right to FPIC is distinct to indigenous peoples, the principle is increasingly seen as central to all populations affected by large-scale investments involving shifts in land rights. [284] Through the right to self-determination of peoples and an expanded understanding of the right to property, FPIC is currently developing into a general principle, benefiting all communities of land users. Indeed, a growing number of companies are beginning to use the concept of FPIC to guide community engagement efforts, and it is gradually becoming a global standard in the industry. [285]
Where FPIC at the pre-investment stage leads to a decision by community members for the project not to proceed, the investment plans should be immediately abandoned. Should the project go ahead with FPIC from affected communities, FPIC processes should continue throughout the course of the project’s lifespan, as well as during the post-project period.

b. Human Rights and Anti-Corruption Due Diligence

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), which were approved by the UN Human Rights Council in June 2011, clarify the respective obligations and responsibilities of States and corporations in protecting and respecting human rights, as well as in providing remedies to victims of human rights violations linked to corporate activity. The requirement that business enterprises respect human rights—the second pillar of the UNGPs—includes a requirement that companies “act with due diligence to avoid infringing on the rights of others and to address adverse impacts with which they are involved.” This means that companies should put in place “a human rights due diligence process to identify, prevent, mitigate, and account for how they address their impacts on human rights.”

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises were also revised in 2011 to include a human rights chapter that highlights human rights due diligence as a key component of responsible business conduct. Such due diligence obligations require companies to take measures to ensure that their subsidiaries (or, more broadly, the companies with which they are linked through an investment nexus) or their business partners (including suppliers, franchisees, and sub-contractors) do not resort to corruption.

This interpretation is confirmed by Principle 17 of the UNGPs, which provides that human rights due diligence should cover “adverse human rights impacts that the business enterprise may cause or contribute to through its own activities, or which may be directly linked to its operations, products, or services by its business relationships.”

Similarly, the OECD Guidelines provide that business enterprises domiciled in OECD countries should “seek ways to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their business operations, products, or services by a business relationship, even if they do not contribute to those impacts.” As explained in the Commentary to these Guidelines, this implies an expectation that:
[A]n enterprise, acting alone or in co-operation with other entities, as appropriate, ... use its leverage to influence the entity causing the adverse human rights impact to prevent or mitigate that impact. ‘Business relationships’ include relationships with business partners, entities in its supply chain, and any other non-State or State entity directly linked to its business operations, products or services. Among the factors that will enter into the determination of the appropriate action in such situations are the enterprise’s leverage over the entity concerned, how crucial the relationship is to the enterprise, the severity of the impact, and whether terminating the relationship with the entity itself would have adverse human rights impacts.

The OECD Guidelines also provide that companies should “encourage, where practicable, business partners, including suppliers and subcontractors, to apply principles of responsible business conduct compatible with the Guidelines.”

Business enterprises increasingly operate as part of large networks of suppliers, sub-contractors, and clients. As such, it may be difficult for the enterprise to systematically monitor the activities of all its business partners. However, due diligence should be exercised in two ways:

1. A reference to human rights, including the right not to be deprived of one’s means of livelihood as a result of being evicted from land, should be inserted systematically into any contract that establishes a long-term, ongoing relationship between an enterprise and its business partner.

2. Where “due diligence on every individual relationship is impossible, business enterprises should identify general areas where the risk of adverse human rights impacts is most significant, whether due to certain suppliers’ or clients’ operating context, the particular operations, products, or services involved, or other relevant considerations, and prioritize these for human rights due diligence.”

In the agri-food sector, for example, where agricultural products are sourced from suppliers in a country where land rights are routinely violated or where land-grabbing is known to occur, the buyer may be expected to be particularly diligent in ensuring that the crops are not grown on land that may have been forcibly acquired or acquired by corrupt means. Oxfam’s “Behind the Brands” campaign sheds light on a number of examples illustrating the need to move in this direction. Importantly, if due diligence reveals that corruption in a country’s land sector is unavoidable, the company should not proceed with the investment.
These human rights due diligence obligations should extend to preventing corruption, given the profound impacts of corruption on human rights where land acquisitions are concerned. Indeed, human rights due diligence tools can and have been used, *mutatis mutandis*, to address the risk of corruption. The model Anti-Corruption Clause promoted by the International Chamber of Commerce provides a good example (see Box 9).

**THE ANTI-CORRUPTION CLAUSE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE**

The Anti-Corruption Clause of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is contained in a set of Rules on Combating Corruption, adopted by the ICC and most recently updated in 2011.

In order to ensure that these rules are complied with, the ICC suggests inserting the following Anti-Corruption Clause in contracts in order to reassure both parties about the integrity of their counterparts during the pre-contractual period, the term of the contract, and beyond:

**Paragraph 1:** Each Party hereby undertakes that, at the date of the entering into force of the Contract, itself, its directors, officers, or employees have not offered, promised, given, authorized, solicited, or accepted any undue pecuniary or other advantage of any kind (or implied that they will or might do any such thing at any time in the future) in any way connected with the Contract and that it has taken reasonable measures to prevent subcontractors, agents or any other third parties, subject to its control or determining influence, from doing so.

**Paragraph 2:** The Parties agree that, at all times in connection with and throughout the course of the Contract and thereafter, they will comply with and that they will take reasonable measures to ensure that their subcontractors, agents, or other third parties, subject to their control or determining influence, will comply with Part I of the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption 2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference into the Contract, as if written out in the Contract in full.

**Paragraph 3:** If a Party, as a result of the exercise of a contractually-provided audit right, if any, of the other Party’s accounting books and financial records, or otherwise, brings evidence that the latter Party has been engaging in material or several repeated breaches of the provisions of Part I of the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption 2011, it will notify the latter Party accordingly and require such Party to take the necessary remedial action in a reasonable time and to inform it about such action. If the latter Party fails to take the necessary remedial action, or if such remedial action is not possible, it may invoke a defence by proving that by the time the evidence of breach(es) had arisen, it had put into place adequate anti-corruption preventive measures, as described in Article 10 of the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption 2011, adapted to its particular circumstances and capable of detecting corruption and of promoting a culture of integrity in its organization. If no remedial action is taken or, as the case may be, the defence is not effectively invoked, the first Party may, at its discretion, either suspend the Contract or terminate it, it being understood that all amounts contractually due at the time of suspension or termination of the Contract will remain payable, as far as permitted by applicable law.
Paragraph 4: Any entity, whether an arbitral tribunal or other dispute resolution body, rendering a decision in accordance with the dispute resolution provisions of the Contract, shall have the authority to determine the contractual consequences of any alleged non-compliance with this ICC Anti-Corruption Clause.

The ICC’s Anti-Corruption Clause is a means of implementing the recommendation of the Rules on Combating Corruption that “[a]n Enterprise should include in its contracts with Business Partners a provision allowing it to suspend or terminate the relationship, if it has a unilateral good faith concern that a Business Partner has acted in violation of applicable anti-corruption law [or the Rules on Combating Corruption].”297

The Anti-Corruption Clause is not a substitute, however, for the company exercising due diligence in its choice of business partners,298 or for the company and its business partners adopting a robust corporate compliance program (as described in detail in Article 10 of the Rules on Combating Corruption).299

It should be noted that the Anti-Corruption Clause not only requires that both parties refrain from corruption themselves, but also that they ensure their “subcontractors, agents, or any other third parties, subject to [their] control or determining influence,” do not rely on corruption.

The OECD instruments are similarly explicit on the “systems” approach to due diligence. Specifically, the OECD Guidelines encourage companies to:

Develop and adopt adequate internal controls, ethics and compliance programmes, or measures for preventing and detecting bribery, developed on the basis of a risk assessment addressing the individual circumstances of an enterprise, in particular the bribery risks facing the enterprise (such as its geographical and industrial sector of operation). These internal controls, ethics and compliance programmes, or measures should include a system of financial and accounting procedures, including a system of internal controls, reasonably designed to ensure the maintenance of fair and accurate books, records, and accounts, to ensure that they cannot be used for the purpose of bribing or hiding bribery. Such individual circumstances and bribery risks should be regularly monitored and re-assessed as necessary to ensure the enterprise’s internal controls, ethics and compliance programme, or measures are adapted and continue to be effective, and to mitigate the risk of enterprises becoming complicit in bribery, bribe solicitation, and extortion.300

The 2009 Recommendation for Further Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions301 complements the chapter of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises that concerns anti-corruption. It too recommends that companies “develop and adopt adequate internal controls, ethics and compliance programmes,
or measures for the purpose of preventing and detecting foreign bribery” (emphasis added). Its Annex II provides good practice guidance on internal controls, ethics, and compliance. Annex II also details which measures companies could take in order to enhance the effectiveness of the monitoring systems put in place.

This guidance highlights the importance of “strong, explicit, and visible support and commitment from senior management” and strongly recommends that the anti-bribery position of the company be “clearly articulated and visible.” The guidance further suggests that one or more senior corporate officers exercise “oversight of ethics and compliance programmes or measures regarding foreign bribery . . . with an adequate level of autonomy from management, resources, and authority.” The guidance also confirms that the due diligence of a company extends to its subsidiaries, as the monitoring system should be “applicable to all entities over which a company has effective control, including subsidiaries.”

As discussed in Section III of this report, the OECD-FAO 2016 Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains is even more explicit on this point, clearly acknowledging the high risks of corruption in any land transaction. It recommends that companies refrain from resorting to bribery and cooperate in the implementation of OECD’s 1997 Anti-Bribery Convention. The OECD-FAO Guidance then goes further, stating that companies should:

1. “[R]efrain from seeking or accepting exemptions not contemplated in the statutory or regulatory framework related to human rights, environment, health, safety, labour, taxation, or other issues,” as such exemptions typically will depend on the goodwill of individual public officials who may be tempted to use their position as a source of pecuniary gain;
2. Develop adequate “internal controls, ethics and compliance programmes, or measures for preventing and detecting bribery”; and
3. “[U]se objectively assessed values, transparent and decentralised processes and services, and a right to appeal, to prevent corruption with regard to tenure rights, in particular the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities holding customary tenure rights.”

Each of these measures can significantly reduce the risk of a company being indirectly involved in corruption in the transfer of land rights, and may also be seen as part of the company’s due diligence obligation not to contribute to the materialization of the risk of corruption.
c. Disclosure of Contract Terms and Operational Transparency

Despite arguments in favor of the full transparency of land deals, it is still tempting for investors and governments alike to treat at least certain parts of their contracts as confidential. In order to justify this, States and investors typically seek to hide behind notions such as “privacy” or “commercially sensitive information” (see Box 10). In particular, industry roundtable initiatives designed to improve sustainability of particular agricultural commodities often exempt participating companies from disclosing information if such information is considered commercially sensitive or if disclosure would adversely affect personal privacy or social or environmental outcomes.

Other instruments appear to share the same concern and seek to reconcile the requirements of transparency and disclosure requirements with other, countervailing interests. For instance, the UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making, and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention) lays out the rights of the public in relation to the environment, such as access to environmental information, and exempts disclosure to protect a legitimate economic interest while at the same time taking into consideration public interest concerns.

THE LIMITS TO DISCLOSURE OF LAND DEALS IN COMMODITY ROUNDTABLES

How should the demand for transparency, as a source of accountability, be reconciled with competing interests, such as privacy rights or the need to protect commercially sensitive information?

The solutions vary across instruments. Commodity roundtables like the Roundtable on Responsible Soy (RTRS) are more conservative in terms of disclosure, as they state that only “non-commercially sensitive information” can be disclosed and that the company should be the one to make such a determination.

The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) also exempts information from being disclosed if it “affects personal privacy” or if disclosure would adversely affect social or environmental outcomes. Additionally, the decision not to disclose such information under the RSPO is determined by the company itself.

Overall, while both the RTRS and the RSPO purport to be setting the standards for responsible conduct, they have been openly criticized for these weak disclosure policies.
The OECD Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises are not particularly helpful on this point. The Guidelines rely on a concept of materiality that does not restrictively define the conditions under which information may be withheld. Instead, the Guidelines only define which information, at a minimum, should be divulged.

According to the Guidelines, “disclosure recommendations are not expected to place unreasonable administrative or cost burdens on enterprises. Nor are enterprises expected to disclose information that may endanger their competitive position unless disclosure is necessary to fully inform the investment decision and to avoid misleading the investor.”

Faced with the argument that divulging information may endanger the competitive position of the company, the burden is thereby shifted to the stakeholders requesting information. These stakeholders must argue that the information is in fact relevant to the decision of investors whether or not to invest in the company. Thus, rather than disclosure being the rule, it is in practice limited to information which, if withheld, could mislead potential investors.

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) has attempted to build on this definition of materiality by defining it as “a threshold at which topics or indicators become sufficiently important that they should be reported.” This too is hardly illuminating as it sounds like a tautological definition of what information should not be withheld.

Other instruments, while sharing the same concern and also seeking to reconcile the requirements of transparency and disclosure requirements with other, countervailing interests, adopt a more balanced approach. This approach is one that favors the right of the public to know, for the sake of improved accountability.

For instance, the Aarhus Convention lays out the rights of the public in relation to the environment, such as access to environmental information. Although it exempts disclosure to protect “a legitimate economic interest,” the Aarhus Convention “contains the most promising provisions against confidentiality,” according to Global Witness, as it takes the right of the public to have access to information concerning environmental impacts as its departure point.

Indeed, the Aarhus Convention states that justifications for non-disclosure should be viewed “in a restrictive way, taking into account public interest.” Global Witness further states that this is “in contrast” to the approach followed, for instance, by the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The IFC’s procedures allow project proposals to be...
confidential if they contain “sensitive client information.” Because this term is never defined, however, it can easily be manipulated in order to escape any requirement of transparency.

The Human Rights Reporting and Assurance Frameworks Initiative (RAFI) of the non-profit organization Shift is based on the UNGPs and requires a company to disclose information relating to large-scale land deals if the risk of corruption surrounding such deals is considered to be a “salient” human rights issue. Such issues are defined as those with “the most severe potential negative impacts on human rights.” Whether negative impacts are considered severe or not is measured by their scale, scope, and possibility to remedy. Shift also justifies why companies should report on salient human rights issues, as opposed to including material information in their reporting, by drawing attention to the fact that “materiality can center on value-based decisions by shareholders” and therefore fail to “adequately reflect human rights issues.” By basing reporting on salient human rights issues, however, a company will consistently ensure that it identifies and reports on “human rights issues that can be expected to converge strongly with risk to the business.”

In a 2012 joint report, Global Witness, the International Land Coalition, and the Oakland Institute called for the adoption across all land and natural resource decision-making of a precautionary principle of “if in doubt, disclose.” This means moving from an international norm in which States and business enterprises operate opaquely to one in which they automatically disclose all information unless it can be proven beyond doubt why such disclosure would harm commercial competitiveness or not be in the public interest. However, despite substantial evidence that this enhanced level disclosure could play a major role in reducing corruption in large-scale land deals, it has yet to be taken up by States or other actors.

d. Whistleblower Protection

Perhaps the most significant lesson from the data collected on the cases of corruption over the past fifteen years is that self-reporting by companies has played a far more important role in detecting corruption than media coverage or even investigations by public authorities.

In the 137 cases where corruption was detected through self-reporting, this was the result of internal auditing procedures (31 percent of the cases), due diligence being performed in the context of mergers and acquisitions (28 percent), or whistleblowers’ actions addressed to the head of the company (17 percent). This last statistic highlights the importance of
setting up strong whistleblower protection mechanisms that “will enable the company to elicit early, bona fide information of misconduct that could potentially save the company from both the risk of corruption and the costs involved in exposure and sanctioning.”

Thus, it will not come as a surprise that OECD instruments encourage companies to provide protection for whistleblowers. In particular, the 2009 Recommendation for Further Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions recommend that companies should:

- provide channels for communication by, and protection of, persons not willing to violate professional standards or ethics under instructions or pressure from hierarchical superiors, as well as for persons willing to report breaches of the law or professional standards or ethics occurring within the company in good faith and on reasonable grounds, and should encourage companies to take appropriate action based on such reporting.

2. The Role of the Financial Sector

The financial sector has a key role to play in combating land grabbing in general and in preventing corresponding corrupt practices that facilitate land grabbing in particular.

Summary of Key Recommendations for the Financial Sector

The financial sector has a key role to play in combating land grabbing in general and in preventing corresponding corrupt practices in particular.

Financial sector regulations should require investors and those providing financial services to projects involving land tenure risks to undertake human rights due diligence to ensure that business partners do not cause human rights violations or resort to corruption. As such, financial institutions, like any other multi-national enterprise, should “avoid causing or contributing to adverse impacts, and seek to prevent or mitigate those impacts when their operations, products, and services can be directly linked to them by a business relationship.” Moreover, prosecuting authorities should impose sanctions on the individual bank executives themselves, otherwise these executives will remain tempted to treat the risk of their institution being fined for lack of due diligence in dealing with funds of suspect origin as a mere “business risk.”

Furthermore, financial sector regulation plays an important role at the other end of the chain—without a mechanism to launder the money, corrupt elites would be less
tempted to engage in corrupt practices, broadly speaking. As such, banks and other financial sector actors should undertake “customer due diligence” (CDD) upon establishing business relationships with new clients, for occasional transactions that reach a certain level, or where there is suspicion of money laundering. CDD includes identifying and verifying the identification of both the customer and the “beneficial owner” to understand who is behind the corporate structure, as well as conducting ongoing due diligence on the business relationship and scrutiny of transactions to ensure consistency with the institution’s knowledge of the customer and its source of funds. Particular diligence should also be taken in regard to politically exposed persons (PEPs) and their family members or close associates, whether these persons are clients or beneficial owners. Moreover, as recommended by the AML/CMT Standards, financial institutions should:

1. Have appropriate risk-management systems to determine whether the customer or the beneficial owner is a politically exposed person;
2. Obtain senior management approval for establishing (or continuing, for existing customers) such business relationships;
3. Take reasonable measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds; and
4. Conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring of the business relationship.331

In addition, information on beneficial ownership should also be included in publicly available land registries, and attorney-client privilege over this information should be lifted where circumstances allow.332 Home governments should adopt regulations to ensure that information concerning beneficial ownership of any entity incorporated under its laws is available to a person who is a resident in that country.333 Governments should also consider prohibitions on public sector employees from opening bank accounts in foreign jurisdictions.

**a. Human Rights and Anti-Corruption Due Diligence**

First, although land investors often get involved in countries where the land sector is rife with corruption, they generally do not perceive this as a serious liability. This perception of land investments being “low-risk” is particularly fueled by the fact that the chance of prosecution is very low. Because corruption is so widespread, it would seem to many investors that it benefits from an official tolerance. Were this risk perception to change, investors would be encouraged to take due diligence obligations far more seriously.
Second, part of the global phenomenon of land grabbing can be linked not only to global dynamics such as increased pressures on resources and higher levels of volatility on markets for agricultural commodities (both of which result in land becoming a more desirable asset for investors), but also to more local dynamics that include the use of real estate markets by elites to launder money of illicit origin.

The case of Cambodia is an illuminating example in this regard. Contrary to the meta-narrative of global land grabs, land prices in Cambodia actually fell after they reached a peak in 2007. Moreover, the inflated prices from 2000 to 2007 primarily seem attributable to the tendency of local urban elites and, to a lesser extent, foreign investors to use investments in land in rural areas in order to launder money. The phenomenon only slowed down after stricter financial regulations were put in place in the country at the request of the United States, as part of the global fight against the financing of terrorist activities. This illustrates the relationship between speculation on land that results in a rush of investors on the land that is available and the availability of capital liquidities markets of sometimes dubious origin. Combating money laundering, therefore, is also a means of combating what may be a major factor behind the “land grab” phenomenon in recent years.

Third, an additional result of globalization is the increased involvement of international financial investors (banks, pension funds, and private equity) in projects carrying risks of land grabbing, human rights violations, and corruption. For example, by the beginning of 2015, the top EU-based financial institutions (including banks, institutional investors, and alternative investment funds) had provided nearly eighteen billion USD outstanding loans and recent underwriting services to agriculture companies, many of which are domiciled in OECD countries and operate in developing countries.

European Union financial institutions are also major holders of shares in stock market-listed agricultural companies based in developing countries. In early 2015, the top twenty institutional investors held 2.8 billion USD. Such involvement poses both reputational and financial risks for financial investors, the two of which are closely linked. In response, European civil society groups are increasingly calling for such financial institutions to be required to undertake more robust due diligence prior to becoming financially involved in risky land tenure projects.

The “direct link” between the financial sector and the adverse impacts of the projects they invest in was also recognized by the OECD’s Working Party on Responsible Business Conduct in 2014, which recommended
that “[f]inancial institutions, like any other [multinational enterprises], should thus avoid causing or contributing to adverse impacts, and seek to prevent or mitigate those impacts when their operations, products, and services can be directly linked to them by a business relationship.”

Fourth, financial sector regulation also plays an important role at the other end of the chain, when land has been acquired through corrupt means. Without a mechanism to launder the money, corrupt elites will be less tempted to engage in corrupt practices. Yet, as Global Witness and others have warned, many regulations aimed at combating laundering have been ignored or circumvented by financial actors.

This comes at a considerable price for developing countries. For instance, a World Bank study found that, from 1980 to 2010, 200 large-scale cases of corruption led to a loss of 56.4 billion USD for governments—a considerable sum that could have been used to improve the health, education, or housing of the population. These cases involved 140 different banks across the world, including more than a third of the 50 largest financial institutions. In 2015, the UN Office on Drugs and Crime estimated that the amount of the money laundered each year was the equivalent of 2 to 5 percent of total GDP, or 800 billion USD to 2 trillion USD.

b. Customer Due Diligence

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)—an independent intergovernmental body established in 1989 to support the fight against money laundering—adopted a set of relevant recommendations addressed to its Member States. Known as the International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism and Proliferation (AML/CFT Standards), the recommendations, initially drafted in 1990 and most recently updated in 2012, have been endorsed by 180 countries. While it is not possible within the scope of this report to describe in detail the full set of recommendations provided by the AML/CFT Standards, it is relevant to note that the standards recommend requiring financial institutions to undertake customer due diligence (CDD) upon establishing business relationships with new clients or for occasional transactions, whether because they reach a certain level or there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing.

CDD means identifying the customer, verifying that customer’s identity, identifying the “beneficial owner” (defined as the person who actually enjoys the benefits of the company even though title may be in another name), and “taking reasonable measures to verify the identity of the
beneficial owner, such that the financial institution is satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is.”

Where the client is a corporation, CDD means understanding the corporate structure to know who is “behind” the corporate structure, “understanding and . . . obtaining information on the purpose and intended nature of the business relationship,” and “conducting ongoing due diligence on the business relationship and scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of that relationship to ensure that the transactions being conducted are consistent with the institution’s knowledge of the customer, their business, and risk profile, including, where necessary, the source of funds.”

The 2015 EU Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Directive, for instance, provides that such due diligence imposed on financial institutions and other obliged entities should at least include development of internal policies, controls and procedures, including model risk management practices, customer due diligence, reporting, record-keeping, internal control, [and] compliance management, including, where appropriate with regard to the size and nature of the business, the appointment of a compliance officer at management level, and employee screening.

The due diligence process should also include, “where appropriate with regard to the size and nature of the business, an independent audit function to test the internal policies, controls, and procedures” that have been established, with the approval of the senior management.

The AML/CFT Standards also recommend particular diligence as regards politically exposed persons (PEPs) and their family members or close associates, whether these persons are clients or beneficial owners. PEPs are defined as “individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions . . . for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials.” In many cases, this definition would include middle-level public officials, for instance within the land administration in charge of registering property and delivering titles. Moreover, the definition of PEPs also includes family members “who are related to a PEP either directly [by blood] or through marriage or similar (civil) forms of partnership,” which is important to note as many corrupt land deals are conducted using the names of family members rather than the public officials themselves.
The AML/CFT Standards also recommend that financial institutions be required, “in addition to performing normal customer due diligence measures,” to:

(a) have appropriate risk-management systems to determine whether the customer or the beneficial owner is a politically exposed person;
(b) obtain senior management approval for establishing (or continuing, for existing customers) such business relationships;
(c) take reasonable measures to establish the source of wealth and source of funds; and
(d) conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring of the business relationship.  

**c. Beneficial Ownership**

The above-mentioned FATF recommendations on the need to seek information about beneficial owners are also of particular importance. A major obstacle to the enforcement of money laundering regulations is that the identity of the real owners of corporate structures may remain hidden, or can only be known to the authorities in the home country by seeking information from the host country.

Noting that, in many cases, financial institutions do not seek to identify the beneficial owner when establishing a business relationship, the World Bank 2011 “Puppet Masters” study highlighted the importance of imposing due diligence obligations on banks and other financial intermediaries such as trust and company service providers. Such obligations, the study noted, would oblige service providers to “collect information and conduct due diligence on matters about which they might prefer to remain ignorant.”

Moreover, “[i]f a service provider is obligated to gather full due diligence information, it becomes impossible for the intermediary to legitimately plead ignorance regarding the background of a client or the source of his or her funds.” The collection of such information by the financial intermediaries thus facilitates inquiries and provides investigators with an adequate source of information.

Even apart from the fact that they are not, by any means, fully implemented by participating countries, the AML/CFT Standards remain insufficient to effectively combat the laundering of funds received by officials bribed in the context of large-scale land acquisitions.
First, where investigators seek to have access to information detained by an attorney, the attorney-client privilege is routinely invoked to shield information from scrutiny. Such a barrier should be lifted where circumstances allow. The 2011 World Bank study notes that many jurisdictions have introduced exceptions to the legal professional privilege “in cases in which the attorney is acting as a financial intermediary or in some other strictly fiduciary or transactional capacity, rather than as a legal advocate” (emphasis added).354

The 2015 EU Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Directive adopts a similar position. It provides that, when the “obliged entities . . . know, suspect or have reasonable grounds to suspect” that funds result from criminal activity or are related to terrorist financing, they should report their suspicion to the authorities.355 It adds, however, that this duty may not apply to “notaries, other independent legal professionals, auditors, external accountants and tax advisors only to the strict extent that such exemption relates to information that they receive from, or obtain on, one of their clients, in the course of ascertaining the legal position of their client, or performing their task of defending or representing that client in, or concerning, judicial proceedings, including providing advice on instituting or avoiding such proceedings, whether such information is received or obtained before, during or after such proceedings” (emphasis added).356

In addition, another provision of the same instrument shields the directors or employees from any liability (for instance, for violation of their duties of confidentiality towards their client) if they divulge information that they suspect may be revealing money laundering, “even in circumstances where they were not precisely aware of the underlying criminal activity and regardless of whether illegal activity actually occurred.”357 The Directive thus seeks to carefully delineate the scope of the legal professional privilege that may be invoked by such professionals, balancing the confidentiality of the lawyer-client relationship against the need to combat money laundering.

A second limitation of the AML/CFT Standards is that international cooperation is essential to the success of the provisions concerning the need to identify the beneficial owner. The World Bank’s 2011 Puppet Masters study also concludes that, in order to save the considerable costs involved in having to seek information concerning the “real owners” of companies from authorities of a country other than the country where the company is registered, States may adopt regulations to ensure that information concerning beneficial ownership of any entity incorporated under its laws is available with a person who is resident in
that country.  This will allow the local authorities to seek information from that person resident under their jurisdiction, rather than to have to turn to foreign authorities.

Third, in order for the AML/CFT standards to be truly effective, the incentives of bankers should be aligned with the legal duties imposed on the financial institutions themselves. This is not currently the case. Global Witness notes that, as long as prosecuting authorities remain hesitant to impose sanctions on bank executives themselves, as individuals, these executives will remain tempted to treat the risk of their institution being fined for lack of due diligence in dealing with funds of suspect origin as a mere “business risk,” that may be worth taking as long as the benefits outweigh the potential costs to the institution.

It is encouraging to note, however, that in recent years prosecuting authorities, particularly in the United States, have appeared more willing to impose sanctions not only on financial institutions, but also on individuals working within such institutions—although more frequently on middle-level employees than on the “directing minds” such as CEOs and board members.

The recent EU Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Directive again represents a promising step in this direction: it provides that where legal persons are found to have breached their obligations under the national law implementing the directive, “sanctions and measures can be applied to the members of the management body and to other natural persons who under national law are responsible for the breach.”

Lastly, imposing a prohibition on public sector employees to open bank accounts in foreign jurisdictions could further strengthen the AML/CFT standards. Some countries have moved in this direction. In Nigeria, such a rule allows the local authorities to easily identify any suspect enrichment of officials in charge, for instance, of attributing land to investors or of granting land deeds. Where such a rule does exist, financial institutions outside the jurisdiction concerned should contribute to its enforcement by refusing to receive funds from the individuals to whom the prohibition applies.

3. The Duties of Host States

States targeted by large-scale land investments have a key role to play in addressing corruption. Corruption significantly diminishes any benefits that the local population could hope to reap from the arrival of investors. In many cases, it will allow investors to circumvent regulatory obstacles designed to protect the rights and interests of local land users, depriving them of access to the resources on which they depend for their livelihoods.
Summary of Key Recommendations for Host States

Host States must fully protect and secure the land and natural resource rights of local communities who depend on the land concerned. These forms of protection should include both the specific protection granted to the lands and territories of indigenous peoples as well as the right of all peoples to freely make use of their natural wealth and resources. Where representatives of the community cede communal lands to external investors, anti-corruption norms, such as those obliging public servants to publish the assets they own at the start and end of their tenure or rules protecting whistleblowers, should be applied.

The principles of transparency and accountability, as emphasized by initiatives such as EITI or OGP, should inspire legislative reforms that reduce the opportunities for corruption in land deals. Host States must also ensure that local communities who depend on the land concerned are fully involved in the negotiations, FPIC protocols are followed for potentially impacted communities, and measures are taken to guard against the bribery of community representatives. Host States should also ensure the negotiations with the prospective investor are fully transparent, key contract terms and conditions are fully disclosed before the contract is signed, and the agreement reached is in the best interests of the local population, as required by the right to self-determination and many other human rights.

In particular, Host States should prioritize implementation of:

1. The “publish what you pay, publish what you receive” principle;
2. Access to information acts that allow civil society and the media to effectively perform their monitoring roles; and
3. Legislation ensuring that public servants divulge the assets they and their family members own at the start and at the end of their tenure in office and regularly throughout.

Such reforms would be particularly effective if combined with a prohibition for public sector employees to hold bank accounts outside the jurisdiction concerned, in order to avoid any expatriation of illicit funds—a rule which, in order to be effectively enforced, requires the collaboration of the financial sector.

Both judicial and non-judicial grievance mechanisms must be independent and free from pressure from political or business elites involved in the land sector. In particular, courts should have the capacity and legal authority to review any decision to allocate land. In particular, the use of “public purpose” or “public interest” should refer to the specific purposes of the investment concerned, as well as to whether or not it shall improve the situation of the local communities concerned. If needed, reforms to judicial systems should take place to ensure that courts are fit for purpose and that they have not been corrupted.
Protect civil society space so that communities, NGOs, and other actors, including journalists, are able to monitor and expose land grabbing by powerful elites and ensure they are held accountable for their crimes.

### a. Full Protection and Security of Land and Natural Resource Rights

An ongoing and essential step is to ensure that the land and natural resource rights of local communities, who depend on the land concerned, are fully protected and secure. Indigenous peoples are generally considered deserving of a heightened level of protection in this regard. Indeed, under the International Labour Organization (“ILO”) Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries[^362] and under the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (which may be seen as reflecting the standards of customary international law[^363]), international law recognizes the right of indigenous peoples over the lands and territories that they have traditionally occupied. Indigenous peoples have the right to have their lands demarcated; relocation is only allowed under narrowly defined circumstances and, in principle, with the FPIC of the groups concerned. These instruments in principle should protect indigenous peoples from encroachments on their land, such as for the development of industrial projects or for large-scale investments in agricultural production.[^364]

Though there is a strong consensus on the above-mentioned principles, two questions nevertheless arise. A first question asks who may legitimately represent the indigenous communities in negotiations through which FPIC is sought. The key principle here is that of autonomy—it is for the communities themselves to determine how they should be governed. As noted by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights:[^365]

> The issue as to from whom the State can seek consent is critical. In this regard, several communities around the world are working on establishing their own protocols on how outsiders should communicate with them to obtain their free, prior, and informed consent. The consent of indigenous peoples should be determined in accordance with their customary laws and practices. This does not necessarily mean that every single member must agree, but rather that the consent process will be undertaken through procedures and institutions determined by indigenous peoples themselves. Indigenous peoples should specify which representative institutions are entitled to express consent on behalf of the affected peoples or communities.
A second question is whether these principles that apply to indigenous peoples may extend to other communities that enjoy a similar relationship to the land that they occupy and on which they depend. Such an extension is in fact taking place currently through two channels. A first channel is the right to self-determination of peoples and, specifically, the right of all peoples to freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources, which is articulated under Article 1 of both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).366 The Human Rights Committee has read this norm to prohibit depriving any people of traditional uses of the land and resources on which they rely.367

Another channel is the right to property, as protected in particular under Article 5(d)(v) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and under Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights.368 The right to property, indeed, is not limited to the right to individual property. According to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, it includes the “rights of all indigenous communities to own, develop and control the lands which they traditionally occupy, including water and subsoil resources”;369 and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has explicitly noted that property should not be understood in a restrictive sense but can be an attribute of the group or the community.370 The international courts and treaty bodies are not isolated in this regard. Indeed, certain domestic courts have adopted decisions that point in the same direction.371

There is no reason in principle why indigenous peoples372 should be the only beneficiaries of this recognition of communal forms of ownership. There are in fact a number of arguments in favor of recognizing the relevance to other groups of this renewed recognition of communal notions of property, which questions the privileged position that individual property in land enjoys in Western capitalist legal systems.373 Furthermore, some industry-based initiatives (such as the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)), several companies (such as Coca-Cola and Pepsi), and some government initiatives (such as the Chinese government’s recent guidelines on conflict minerals) already require that FPIC be applied to all communities, not just indigenous communities.374

Where representatives of the community cede communal lands to external investors, anti-corruption norms, such as those obliging representatives to publish the assets they own at the start and end of their tenure or rules protecting whistleblowers, should be applied. There is no reason not to extend the reach of such norms to the transactions that
representatives conduct on behalf of the community. In effect, community representatives “consenting” to land being ceded in the name of the community are acting similarly to governmental officials ceding land considered to be State property. For the land and resource users who have no legal title to the land they depend on, the threat is similar, and the safeguards against corruption should apply per analogy. Such safeguards are meant to ensure that negotiations will be conducted exclusively with the “public interest” in mind and shall not be tainted by the private interests of the particular individuals involved.

b. Transparency and Accountability

A second step is to ensure that negotiations with the prospective investor are fully transparent, key contract terms and conditions are fully disclosed before the contract is signed, and that the agreement reached is in the best interests of the local population, as required by the right to self-determination. Host States should ensure that contract terms relating to large-scale land deals are disclosed and that, as a minimum standard, basic information about the project (including contract term, size of land, purpose of investment, impact assessments, mitigation plans, and local employment and infrastructure commitments) is made available and accessible to potentially affected communities.

The principles of transparency and accountability in public budgets, as emphasized by initiatives such as EITI or OGP, should also inspire legislative reforms that reduce the opportunities for corruption in land deals. Such should reforms include:

1. The full implementation of the “publish what you pay, publish what you receive” principle;
2. Access to information acts that allow civil society and the media to effectively perform their monitoring roles; and
3. Legislation ensuring that public servants divulge the assets they and their family members own at the start and end of their tenure in office and regularly throughout the term of ownership.

Such reforms would be particularly effective if combined with a prohibition for public sector employees to hold bank accounts outside the jurisdiction concerned, in order to avoid any expatriation of illicit funds—a rule which, in order to be effectively enforced, requires the collaboration of the financial sector.
While such rules have been designed in order to reduce corruption in the public sector, they can be transposed, almost without modification, to ensure that decisions made by community leaders are not tainted by corruption.

c. Judicial and Non-Judicial Grievance Mechanisms

As a third step, both judicial and non-judicial grievance mechanisms must be independent and free from pressure from political or business elites involved in the land sector. In particular, courts should be in a position to review any decision to allocate land, both on procedural and on substantive grounds. As mentioned earlier in this report, a key element to this review is how courts define the “public purpose” or “public interest” that authorities should demonstrate in order to justify expropriating the land. These expressions should refer not to some abstract and general notion that investment shall contribute to economic growth and therefore to economic progress, but to the specific purposes of the investment concerned, as well as to whether or not it shall improve the situation of the local communities concerned. This also follows from the right to self-determination. If needed, reforms to judicial systems should take place to ensure that courts are fit for purpose and that they have not been corrupted.

d. Civil Society Space

Finally, host States must ensure that civil society has space within which to operate. Freedom of association and expression must be fully protected so that community-based organizations and other non-governmental actors, including journalists, are able to monitor land allocations, defend the right to land, and challenge land grabbing by powerful elites when necessary without fear of reprisals from the authorities.

4. The Duties of Home States

The UN human rights treaty bodies have repeatedly expressed the view that a home State should take steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by business enterprises that are incorporated under its laws or that have their main seat or their main place of business under the State’s jurisdiction.

The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in particular affirms that State Parties should “prevent third parties from violating the right [protected under the ICESCR] in other countries, if they are able to influence these third parties by way of legal or political means, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and
applicable international law. Specifically in regard to corporations, the Committee has further stated that “State Parties should also take steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by corporations that have their main seat under their jurisdiction, without infringing the sovereignty or diminishing the obligations of host states under the Covenant.”

Other human rights treaty bodies have expressed similar views. The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination considers that a State Party should also protect human rights by preventing its own citizens, companies, or national entities from violating rights in other countries. Under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Human Rights Committee noted in 2012 in its Concluding Observations addressed to Germany:

> The State party is encouraged to set out clearly the expectation that all business enterprises domiciled in its territory and/or its jurisdiction respect human rights standards in accordance with the Covenant throughout their operations. It is also encouraged to take appropriate measures to strengthen the remedies provided to protect people who have been victims of activities of such business enterprises operating abroad.

These positions are supported not only by legal doctrine, but also by civil society, and the International Court of Justice. One of the areas in which this development manifests itself most clearly is in the duty of the State to combat corruption by regulating the corporate actors that it is in a position to influence. Consistent with the principle of active personality, this refers to corporations that are registered under the State’s laws, have a principal place of business under the State’s jurisdiction, or have their central place of administration located in the State’s territory.

**Summary of Key Recommendations for Home States**

Home States should make corruption in both the public and private sectors a criminal offence and should ensure that entities within the State responsible for investigating and enforcing such laws have adequate resources and training to do so effectively.

A home State should take policy-making, legislative, regulatory, and adjudicative steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by business enterprises that are incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction.

In particular, the home State should require human rights due diligence, as well as the strengthening of corporate mechanisms to avoid corruption. This should be applied both to companies investing directly in land, as well as to the financial backers of these companies through appropriate financial regulations. Home States should also require businesses to disclose details about their land acquisitions in other
countries. This requirement should include a description of the negotiation process, information on how the requirement to seek the free, prior and informed consent of the local communities was complied within the process, and key contract terms such as the size of the land leased or bought, the exact location of the land, the final sale or leasing price, and commitments made to affected communities such as roads, schools, and other infrastructure projects.

The State should provide victims with access to its courts to address human rights harms caused by, contributed to by, or linked to companies incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction.

Finally, home States should use their leverage with host States to oppose the closing down of civil society space. Where a host State is using repressive measures to prevent freedom of expression and association, home States should advise investors and companies to avoid investing in land.

a. Criminalization of Corruption

International instruments such as the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention and the UN Convention Against Corruption define the State duty to criminalize corruption and to effectively control companies under the State’s jurisdiction in this regard. This duty should be read in accordance with international human rights law, taking into account the close connections between corruption and human rights violations. This justifies a broad reading of the duty of the home State under these instruments, as well as a close monitoring of how diligently home States discharge their obligations.

This report has highlighted why the 2010 UK Anti-Bribery Act could be seen as defining a benchmark in this regard. In particular, the UK Anti-Bribery Act could target companies who buy agricultural products from suppliers who themselves may have relied on bribery to buy or lease the land on which such products are grown. As illustrated in particular by Oxfam’s “Behind the Brands” campaign, this expansion of the reach of anti-bribery legislation is of great practical significance due to the current organization of global supply chains in the agri-food industry. Moreover, the UK Anti-Bribery Act provides a strong incentive for a company to implement due diligence, strengthen the mechanisms it has established in order to avoid corruption, and continuously improve such mechanisms in line with the best practices observed within its sector. Due diligence, indeed, functions as an evolving benchmark that responds to changing regulatory frameworks and evolving public expectations.
b. Human Rights Due Diligence and Access to Courts

Overall, home States should take policy-making, legislative, regulatory, and adjudicative steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by business enterprises that are incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction. In particular, home States should require human rights due diligence, as well as the strengthening of corporate mechanisms to avoid corruption. Home States should also require businesses domiciled in their jurisdictions to disclose details about their land acquisitions in other countries. This requirement should include a description of the negotiation process, information on the obtainment of FPIC in the process, and key contract terms, such as the size of the land leased or bought, the exact location of the land, the final sale or leasing price, and commitments made to affected communities such as roads, schools, and other infrastructure projects. The State should also provide victims with access to its courts to address human rights harms caused by, contributed to by, or linked to companies incorporated under the State’s laws or that have a main seat or a main place of business under its jurisdiction.

c. Civil Society Space

Finally, home States should exercise, to the greatest extent possible, their leverage to ensure that host nations are protecting civil society space, including, most crucially, through the protection of the freedoms to association and expression. Where repression by authorities in host States prevents communities and NGOs from being able to monitor land deals or expose when abuses have taken place, the likelihood of those deals being tainted by corruption increases substantially. Where home States are unable to prevent the closing down of civil society space in the country where the investment is made, the home State should advise investors and companies that large-scale investments in land should not proceed.
CONCLUSION

Corruption in the administration of land remains rampant. It occurs at all phases and all levels of large-scale land deals. These various forms of corruption make it easy for investors to circumvent even the most carefully crafted regulations. Corruption also allows investors to transform their economic dominance into political influence and to obtain various forms of special treatment.

The problem is not new. The international community has been concerned with corruption since the early 1990s. Instruments have been adopted, both at regional and international levels, to combat the bribery of foreign public officials. Despite this, corruption in land deals remains an underexplored and underreported phenomenon. It is a blind spot for current regulatory frameworks, which are so far failing to prevent tainted land deals from multiplying across the world.

This report shows that much more can and should be done.

The anti-corruption instruments developed so far fail to address issues that are particularly salient in the context of large-scale land deals. Not all instruments cover so-called “facilitation payments” that encourage an official to do what he or she legally has the power to do, but may be encouraged to do perhaps more efficiently once promised a (generally minor) monetary reward. In addition, the definition of a “foreign public official” is generally understood restrictively in these instruments, failing to include community chiefs who may be tempted to give away the land of the community they represent if offered certain advantages in return. Moreover, most anti-corruption instruments address active bribery by a company under the jurisdiction of the State concerned, but very few extend to bribery committed by another actor whose conduct benefits the company, such as when the other actor supplies the company with products from land obtained through corrupt means. Lastly, not all anti-corruption instruments are strong in imposing human rights due diligence obligations on corporate actors, which would require companies to put procedures in place to prevent corruption, facilitate strong and explicit backing from the top levels of management, and necessitate independent supervision of compliance.

This report shows that the United Kingdom’s 2010 Bribery Act goes further than many other instruments on these various issues. This perhaps signals a new generation of instruments that will be more effective in tackling corruption in all its forms, thus hopefully also reducing corruption’s impact on large-scale land deals. However, it is also under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom that some of the most well-known tax havens are allowed to flourish, providing an easy way for corrupt elites in developing countries to hide assets from tax authorities and from public scrutiny. For instance, after reviewing the situation in the United Kingdom, the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights recommended in June 2016 that the
country “intensify its efforts, in coordination with its Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies, to address global tax abuse.” The Committee also noted that financial secrecy legislation is currently a major obstacle in mobilizing State resources for the realization of economic, social, and cultural rights. The failure to clamp down on tax havens also makes it much more difficult for other States to address corruption effectively. As long as they can safely shelter money in secretive tax havens, corrupt public officials will be tempted to enrich themselves at the expense of the general public. As this report shows, those who control land are particularly well placed to abuse the system and negatively impact the full spectrum of human rights.

Rooting out corruption in land administration will not solve all impacts of the move towards privatization of land. Even perfectly transparent land deals can have destructive impacts on rural livelihoods, accelerate rural flight, and ultimately cause more damage than good. However, harms are seriously exacerbated when corruption factors into the various phases of land transactions. As this report demonstrates, the tools used thus far to address these harms provide insufficient coverage and have, to date, been poorly enforced in the context of land. The policy recommendations provided in this report are a key step in facilitating concrete change in this context, and investors, financial actors, and home and host States in particular must show greater leadership by transforming these recommendations into reality.
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335 Id. at 447; The National Assembly of Cambodia approved the Law on Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism on Apr. 30, 2007, and the Cambodian Financial Intelligence Unit was established in January 2008. Ian Baird comments that “While it now appears that the above legislative and subsequent actions have done little to put a stop to money laundering in Cambodia, in early 2008 some money launderers were undoubtedly cautiously wondering if the Cambodian government would begin seriously cracking down on them, and this may have been an important factor in the large withdrawal of foreign capital from Cambodia at the time, rather than the influx of funds suggested as part of the global land grab meta-narrative.”
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International Labour Organisation (ILO), Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, ILO No. 169 (Sept. 5, 1993), available at http://www.ilo.org/iollex/cgi-lex/convde.pl?C169 (Only 22 states had ratified the convention at the time of this writing. The list includes only one African state (the Central African Republic ratified the convention in 2010), and only one country from Asia (Nepal ratified the convention in 2007). For the table of ratifications, see ILO, NORMELEX, Information System on International Labour Standards, available at http://www.ilo.org/iollex/cgi-lex/ratife.pl?C169 (last visited June 10, 2016)).

G.A. Res. 61/295, U.N. Doc. A/RES/61/295 (Sep. 13, 2007); see Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of Indigenous People, Promotion and Protection of All Human Rights, Civil, Political, Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Including the Right to Development, Hum. Rts. Council, ¶ 41, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/9/9 (Aug. 1, 2008) [hereinafter Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples] (by S. James Anaya) (“Albeit clearly not binding in the same way that a treaty is, the Declaration relates to already existing human rights obligations of states, as demonstrated by the work of United Nations treaty bodies and other human rights mechanisms, and hence can be seen as embodying to some extent general principles of international law. In addition, insofar as they connect with a pattern of consistent international and state practice, some aspects of the provisions of the Declaration can also be considered as a reflection of norms of customary international law. In any event, as a resolution adopted by the General Assembly with the approval of an overwhelming majority of Member states, the Declaration represents a commitment on the part of the United Nations and Member states to its provisions, within the framework of the obligations established by the United Nations Charter to promote and protect human rights on a non-discriminatory basis.”)

U.N. G.A.O.R., 61st sess., Suppl. no. 49, Annex: UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 1-11, arts. 28, 32 (Oct. 2, 2007), A/RES/61/295, available at http://www.refworld.org/docid/471355a82.html (Article 28 defines the scope and content of the right to redress of indigenous peoples for “the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or damaged without their free, prior and informed consent.” Article 32 ¶ 2 provides that “States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.”)

In preparing this report, ICAR contacted the Coca-Cola Company for a response to the allegations contained herein. The report has aimed to

As noted as early as 1921 by the Privy Council in Amodu Tijani v. The Secretary, Southern Nigeria, “in interpreting the native title to land [in

Article 21 establishes, inter alia, that: “1. Everyone has the right to the use and enjoyment of his property. The law may subordinate such use

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), Concluding Observations: Guyana, CERD/C/


National courts have occasionally held that, by virtue of traditional occupation and use, the ownership of natural resources is vested collectively in an indigenous people. See, e.g., Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 194, 199, 201 (Dec. 11, 1997) [Supreme Court of Canada]; Alexkor Ltd and the Republic of South Africa v. The Richtersveld Cmty. and Others, (CCT19/03) [2003] ZACC 18; 2004 (5) SA 460 (CC); 2003 (12) BCLR 1301 (CC). ¶ 62 (Oct. 14, 2003) [South African Constitutional Court].

See Case of the Moiwana, supra note 373, at ¶¶ 132–33 (extending the protection recognized to indigenous peoples to all groups who entertain a similar “profound and all-encompassing relationship to their ancestral lands” centered on “the community as a whole” rather than on the individual, such as the Maroon communities living in Suriname, which are not indigenous to the region, but are tribal communities of former slaves that settled in Suriname in the 17th and 18th centuries); see also Saramaka People supra note 373, at ¶ 132-33 (finding that “the Court’s jurisprudence regarding indigenous peoples’ right to property is also applicable to tribal peoples because both share distinct social, cultural, and economic characteristics, including a special relationship with their ancestral territories, that require special measures under international human rights law in order to guarantee their physical and cultural survival”).

As noted as early as 1921 by the Privy Council in Amodu Tijani v. The Secretary, Southern Nigeria, “in interpreting the native title to land [in the British Empire], much caution is essential. There is a tendency, operating at times unconsciously, to render that title conceptually in terms that are appropriate only to systems that have grown up under English law. But this tendency has to be held in check closely. . . .The title, such as it is, may not be that of the individual, as in this country it nearly always is in some form, but may be that of a community. . . .To ascertain how far this latter development of right has progressed involves the study of the history of the particular community and its usages in each case. Abstract principles fashioned a priori are of but little assistance, and are as often as not misleading.” [1921] 2 AC 399 (PC), 402-4.

In preparing this report, ICAR contacted the Coca-Cola Company for a response to the allegations contained herein. The report has aimed to reflect the information contained in Coca-Cola’s response, which included the following: In addition to the information mentioned in your letter on the history of Coca-Cola’s commitment on land rights, I would like to share with you additional information on our actions since the November 2013 commitment: - To date, we have published 5 sugar studies on child labor, forced labor and land rights: Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras. You can find the complete studies as well as an overview of our land rights work here (http://www.coca-cola.com/company/addressing-global-issues/#1). There are currently 8 other studies underway including Mexico and India. - Our land rights issue guidance, which we published in February 2014, is available here (http://www.coca-cola.com/content/dam/journey/us/en/private/fileassets/pdf/2014/02/issuance-guidance.pdf). We will publish FPIC guidance for our suppliers by the end of this year (a commitment made in the following blog from Brent Wilton). - Last week,
we published a blog from Brent Wilton (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/coca-cola-unbottled/sustainability/2016/land-rights-the-path-forward-on-coca-cola-s-sugar-studies) outlining the way forward on Coca-Cola’s Brazil sugar study, published in February 2016, as well as the ACTION PLAN for our studies more broadly. We have shared our progress publicly on these studies numerous times since we made our initial commitment, and you can find additional details here (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/tags/human-rights), including on Brazil (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/coca-cola-unbottled/on-the-road-to-sustainable-sugar-in-brazil) and the release of our studies on El Salvador and Honduras (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/coca-cola-unbottled/building-a-framework-for-action-progress-on-coca-colas-country-studies) in December 2015. In addition, we recently published a Sourcing Map (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/sustainable-agriculture/SourcingMap) highlighting the countries from which we source our ingredients as well as various projects underway supporting sustainable agriculture and farmer livelihoods. You can read more here (http://www.coca-cola-company.com/stories/from-farm-to-market-what-coca-colas-new-sourcing-map-means-for-).

E-mail from Jennifer Ragland, Director, International Government Relations & Public Affairs, The Coca-Cola Company to Amol Mehra, Director, International Corporate Accountability Roundtable (Oct. 28, 2016) (on file with ICAR).
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379 The Maastricht Principles on the Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, adopted in Maastricht on 28 September 2011 by a number of human rights experts, NGOs, and academic research institutes, testify to the growing consensus around this requirement. See in particular, Olivier De Schutter et al., Commentary to the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 34 Hum. Rts. Q. 4, 1084-1171 (2012); CASES AND CONCEPTS ON EXTRATERRITORIAL OBLIGATIONS IN THE AREA OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS, Fons Coomans and Rolf Künne


381 See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 402 (2), vol. 2 (Am. Law Inst. 1987) (‘...a state has jurisdiction to prescribe law with respect to... (2) the activities, interests, status, or relations of its nationals outside as well as within its territory’).
